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Supervisor Dr. J. H. Esling 

Gbstraet 

Esling (1996) has proposed that the range of speech sounds that are articdated 

behind the velum c m  be organized according to one place of articulation with four possible 

manners of articulation. This thesis provides acoustic and video-endoscopic evidence for 

the re-classification of pst-velar sounds by describing pharyngeal speech sounds with 

criteria used in existing phonetic taxonomies and theones of linguistics. Accordhg to the 

International Phonetic Aiphabet (IRA) taxonomy, the= are sounds that have been identified 

as pharyngeal as well as souods classified as epiglottal. Eshg has proposed that the 

epiglottaf sounds can be re-classified as  varying manners of articulation that are produced in 

the pharynx. 

This thesis uses acoustic and video-endoscopic evidence to show that there is one 

place in the pharynx that has major consûictio~ capabilities, and that the larynx as a whole 

is able to move independently beneath the sphincter that is created by the aryepiglottic fol& 

and the epiglottis. It is s h o w  that the larynx c m  rise and lower verticaLly beneath this 

pharyngeai constriction, which contributes to the auditory confusion of pst-velar sounds. 

Acoustic features that are associated with raised larynx and pharyngealized voices in 

Laver's taxonomy of W c e  QuaIity Settings are used to provide support for larynx height 

as a distinctive feature in phaqmgeal sounds. 

Along with the correlation of acoustical information with hguistic taxonomies, 

other acoustical correlates including pitch, shimmer, jitter and hannonic-to-noise ratio are 

descnbed for cardinal pharyngeal sounds as well as for naniral language data that have 

pharyngeal sounds. Based on the description of acousticd effects that identify pharyngeal 

sounds there needs to be a modification of the traditional acousticd mode1 of speech 

production. 

The existing mode1 of speech production, the source-filter theory, requires 

modification, since pharyngeal constriction is shown to have an effkct on the source aspect 



of the mode1 by decreasing vocal fold w'bration. The ability of the aryepigIottic fol& to 

vibrate simuitaueously is shown to provide another source of sound that can occur in 

conjunction with vocal fold vibration. The nItering acoustic effects of pharyngeal 

constriction and changes in larynx height have only been generally described in the past. 

The closer acousticd examination of cardinal pharyngeal sounds in this thesis suggests that 

it is energy in the upper fiequency range that distinguishes between changes in the back 

part of the vocal tract. 

Also deveIoped in this thesis is a technique for measuring video images. By 

nomializing video images to a common reference in the vocal tract, it is possible to compare 

pictures between subjects and recording sessions. The resultç of applying the video 

measurement technique to images of cardinal pharyngeal sounds suggest that this technique 

wiu be more successful in describing voice quality settings when appiied to a sequence of 

video pictures. 

This thesis, in describing pharyngeal speech segments, has provided a range of 

acoustical measurements that are found to be salient in describing pharyngeal sounds and 

mamers of articulations. The result of this broad acousticai analysis has shown that the 

present source-fdter theory of speech production needs to be modified in order to 

accommodate the observed constriction capabilities in the pharynx and vertical movements 

of the larynx. The video measurement technique developed in this thesis ailows video 

piciures to be compared so that quantitative details between subjects and recording sessions 

can be stated. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.0 Introduction 

The goal of this thesis is to Ieam as much as possible about what happens in the 

pharynx when we ralk so that speech can be more accurately modeled. This goal is 

accomplished by using linguistic phonetic taxonomies as a guide to organize the 

movements observed in the pharynx. On the bais of auditory analysis, it is proposed that 

the Pharyngeal column on the International Phonetic Alphabet (PA) chart (see page 4) 

should be rnodEed to include four manners of articulation. The hypothesis proposed in 

this thesis is that there is one place in the pharynx where it is optimally possible to produce 

sounds that correspond with the mauners of articulation on the P A  chart. This hypothesis 

is motivated by Esling (1996), who proposes this place and rnanner of articulation 

organization of pharyngeal sounds based on historical and auditory evidence. This thesis 

provides support for the P A  interpretation of phaiyngeal sounds by laying out a mode1 of 

phaiynged behaviour based on acoustic and videoendoscopic evidence. Also, this thesis 

provides acoustic evidence that larynx height serves as a distinctive phonetic feature used to 

distùiguish speech sounds. 

A distinctive feature is defined as part of a bundle of features that identifies a speech 

segment. A system of distinctive features can be dehed  by articulatory, acoustic or 

perceptual features (Trask, 1996). This thesis focuses on the acoustic features of 



pharyngeal stops, fricatives, trills and approximants; however, in discussing acoustic 

feanires, an outline of articulatory and auditory fe-s is also developed. 

A distinctive fe- description of segments is a valuable method of investigating 

speech sounds because features tend to interact in ways that f o m  a nanrral class of sounds 

within and among languages. A naniral class of sounds 'appeals' to particdar 

characteristics of segments. For example, in English, voiceless segments constihite a 

n a d  class that appeals to clustering with the word initiai fricative [s]. This appeal gives 

words such as 'spin' rather than *sbin or *zpin. The sounds examined in this thesis are 

treated as a naturd class of sounds that are produced behind the velum but otherwise have a 

rather vague interpretation. 

McCarthy (1994) provides an outline of auditory and articulatory properties of 

pharyngeal sounds based on a phonological analysis of various languages. McCarthy 

notes that, in general. pharyngeal sounds tend to affect the vowels that they neighbour and 

pharyngeal sounds have cmcurrence restrictions that make them avoid syilable fmd 

position. Beyond noting these phonological characteristics of pharyngeal sounds, this 

thesis does not discuss the phonological arguments that McCarthy rnakes. The description 

in this thesis will provide a more precise phoaetic description of the types of movements 

that take place in the pharynx. 

The results of this research will describe the quantai nature of sounds that are made 

by movements in the pharynx. The term quantal was proposed by Stevens (1972) and 

accounts for the observation that languages do not dishguish between alI possible speech 

articulations. The quantal theory suggests that in speech there are regions of acoustic 

stabiiity that comlate with salient, or distinctive featum. Speech output then. is mapped in 

a noniulear way with the articulatory motion that produces speech; this makes it possible to 

produce speech segments rather sloppily yet the sound cm still be perceived as the target 

sound. 



Quantal theory implies thaî certain aspects of human speech, such as voicing, for 

example, offer a much wider range of acoustic variation than is used by humaos for the 

purpose of conveying language. The example that Johnson (1 997) cites illustrates how a 

speech sound uses ody one of t h  different glottal widths; either voiceless (wide), voiced 

(not so wide) or glottal stop (closed). There is certainly a range of widths in between, but 

the perception of them falls hto the category of phonation type and contributes more to 

voice quality rather than differentiating sound segments. With respect to pst-velar 

sounds, the perceptuaiiy dehned categories outlhed in the IPA chart imply two places of 

articulation in the pharynx namely, pharyngeal and epigiottal. This thesis provides 

evidence which describes acousticaliy stable regions that suggest one place of articulation 

and four manners of articulation. This thesis shows that the term epiglottai is redundant 

since there is only one possible place of articulation in the pharynx. Also, larynx height is 

show to be a distinctive feature that can be applied to pharyngeal sounds and may 

coniribute to the auditory confusion between pst-vela- sounds. 

The International Phonetic Aiphabet (PA) is the most widely used and recognized 

phonetic alphabet which provides symbols for speech sounds. The IPA chat provides a 

taxonomy of speech sounds that is arranged according to the 'place' in the vocal tract that 

the sound occurs and the 'manner' in wbich it is aniculated. That is, the leftmost column in 

the P A  chart corresponds to sounds produced at the Lips and the rightmost corresponds to 

the glottis, where voice is initiated by the vocal folds. The rows comlate with the amount 

of constriction required to produce the rnanner of articulation, for exarnple, the most 

constricted consonant is a plosive, which blocks the aintream cornpletely. Page 4 contains 

a modified version of the P A  chart. The area of discussion for this thesis is the pharyngeal 

column and the section below the chart cded 'other symbols' . 
Along with organizing sounds accordhg to their articulatory features, the IPA chart 

classifies sounds dynamically with respect to frequency and time domains. Features of a 

sound that have temporal characteristics describe manner of articulation and features that 
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have frequency characteristics d e h e  place of articulation. For example, the m e r  of 

articulation hown as stop has a certain amount of 'rime' where there is no sound, 

andwhether the stop is a [t] or a [k] depends on the energy at certain 'frequencies' at the 

release of the stop. These auditory distinctions Iend themselves to acoustic interpretation. 

Articulatorily, when it cornes to speech sounds past the velum, the literanue 

suggests that there c m  be lower, mid and upper pharyngeai constriction (Ladefoged and 

Maddieson, 1996). Upper pharyngeal constriction generally corresponds to sounds that 

are classed as uvular. According to Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996), mi& phqmgeal 

constriction correlates with pharyngeal consonants while epiglottai consonants, found in 

the 'other symbols' section of the IPA chart, involve some lower constriction. In contrast, 

Besseii (1993) suggests that pharyngeals can be produced either "by (i) contraction of the 

upper pharynx where the palatoglossus and palatopharyngeus muscles (front and rear 

faucal piiiars) intersect with the oropharynx andior (ii) rearward movement of the tongue 

rwt, carrying with it the epiglottis and thereby achieving a constriction lower in the 

pharynx" (Bessell 1993, p. 41). The evidence in this thesis suggests that the upper 

pharynx constriction described in (i) by Bessell has the acoustic consequence of raising 

formants as in a raised larynx voice quality setting. The rearward movement of the tongue 

described in (ii) is found to be only part of what causes consaiction in the pharynx. This 

thesis provides a more detailed account of constriction in the lower pharynx by cornparhg 

video and acoustic evidence with auditory phonetic definitions. 

Yanagisawa et al. (1989) provide a physical description of pharyngeal constriction, 

whereby the epiglottis and aryepiglottic folds that are attached to the epigIoitis can 

sphincter. This is the only 'constriction' available in the mid to lower pharynx. Below the 

aryepigiottic folds, the larynx tube does not offer constriction capabilities in the same way 

as other parts of the vocal tract, and neither does the tip of the epiglottis itself. It is the 

sphinctering of the aryepiglottic folds that has been identified by Eshg (1996) to produce 



the pharyngeal consonants examined in this thesis and which is used to produce good 

singing styles obsemed in Yanagisawa et d. 

Having only one place of articulation available in the pharynx &es it possible to 

reclassify the P A  sounds so that the epiglonal sounds can be included in the pharyngeal 

column. Lieberman and Blumstein (1991) state that "scientific theories ... relate things that 

were thought to be unrelated" (p. 163). The theory developed in this thesis relates the 

terms pharyngeal and epigiottal with acoustic data and suggests that perceptuaily, 

pharyngeals and epiglottals are produced at the same place in the vocal tract. Further to the 

constriction capabilities in the pharynx? the larynx, which contains the vocal folds, c m  rise 

and lower beneath the constriction and may conaibute to the perception of another place of 

articulation for pst-vela sounds. This thesis examines acoustically, using language data, 

the plausibility of larynx height as a distinctive feature. 

In order to describe pharyngeal movements, it is usehil to consider some phonetic 

labels that are used to describe voice quality setthgs, since some of the characteristics 

observed for pharyngeai consonants have been observed in voice quality settings. The 

taxonomy of voice quaiities proposed by Laver (1980) is important to the discussion of 

pharyngeal consonants since research in this area cm provide evidence to help describe 

what types of behaviour are possible in the pharynx. 

Laver's taxonomy of voice quality settings is organized according to settings that 

are created by modifying the source of sound, and are referred to as phonation types. 

Phonation types are further classified into simple types such as whisper, creak, modal 

voice and falsetto; and compound types, which are composed of more than one simple 

type. Settings that involve fdtering the source sound are known as supraiaryngeal settings 

and refer to habituai constriction in one area of the vocal tract or changes in overall length. 

For example, a raised larynx setting, which is auditorily associated with a Jim Hensen 

'Muppet' voice quality, irnplies that the entire vocal tract is shortened because the larynx is 

raised. 



Pharyngealization is another voice quality and is associated with the tongue king 

positioned back in the pharynx, more or less aii the time, during speech. It has however, 

been found that a pharyngealized voice quality setting is the lower pitch version of raised 

larynx voice (Esliog et al., 1994). This 1994 study suggested that raised larynx voice and 

pharyngealized voice are on an auditory continuum with respect to pitch. This implies that 

these voice quality senings are produced in the same way; the Merence is that raised 

larynx voice is high in pitch and pharyngealized voice is low in pitch. Titze and Story 

(1996) provide a mode1 that shows that constriction in the pharynx has the effect of 

slowing vocal fold vibration and therefore, lowering pitch. The constriction they observed 

is believed to be the same as for pharyngealized voice quahty settings and thus explains the 

lowered pitch that is perceptually associated with pharyngealized voice. On the other hanci, 

the raiseci larynx setting eiiminates the impedance matchhg cavity found in low-pitched 

pharyngealized settings because the larynx rises and is located at the constriction; this 

causes pitch to rise, and the resulting shortened tube adds to the higher frequency energy. 

In an effort to categorize what happens in the pharynx for speech segments, Laver's 

taxonomy of voice quality settings helps to describe the physical vocal tract setting for 

cardinal pharyngeal sounds examined in this thesis; and this voice quality seaing taxonomy 

provides salient acoustic feanires to look for in the pharyngeal sounds. The voice quality 

setting for cardinal pharyngeal sounds is 'pharyngeal', which has the acoustic feature of a 

raised F1 and lowered F2 compared with sounds made with a neutral setting. Since a 

raised larynx setting is on the same perceptual continuum as a pharyngeaked setthg, 

features that d e h e  raised larynx settings may also be associated with pharyngeal sounds. 

Comparing pharyngeal behaviour with the also controversial place of articulation 

known as glottal is usefüi since Languages with pharyngeal sounds tend to have a series of 

glottals as weli. The g l o W  pharyngeal distinction shows that glottais are af5ected by 

neighbouring voweis, that is, they minor the vowel they are beside, and pharyngeds affect 

neighbouring vowels, or change the vowel they are beside. Acoustic evidence that wodd 



motivate including gionals in the pst-velar class phonologically is still in debate. With 

respect to thir thesis, acoustic evidence that classes glottals as pst-velars is proposed to be 

the existence of energy across the entire fkquency spectnim, and p e w s  upper formant 

fiequeucy information. 

The majority of the acoustic investigation used for this thesis is performed on one 

subject who is producing 'ideal' or cardinal pharyngeal sounds with the intent that these 

sounds represent an example that can be used for comparison with Ianguage data The 

subject is a trained phonetician who can produce al1 of the sounds on the P A  chart as weil 

as Laver's Voice Quality Seaings. It is believed that analyzing the phonetician's 

pharyngeal sounds will illustrate the capabilities of the human vocal tract and provide a set 

of model, or cardinal physicai and acoustic parameters that can be compared with natural 

language data. 

The acoustical study is enhanced by a video observation of the cardinal pharyngeal 

sounds produced by the same subject The subject used for the video examination is not a 

native speaker of a Ianguage that uses pharyngeal sounds, but it is shown in chapter 5 that a 

native speaker may not be an ideal candidate for producing cardinal pharyngeal sounds 

because of their habitua1 pharyngealized voice quality setting. Thus, a native Hebrew 

speaker may inadvertently 'hi&' pertinent articulatory information because the vocal tract is 

constricted in the pharynx more or less aU the tirne. 

Along with providiog analytical support for the proposed description of pharyngeal 

sounds, the video examination develops a framework for video measurement. One 

problem with using video data for phonetic research is that it is m ~ d t  to ciiscuss 

quantifiable measurements. This thesis modifies a technique outlined by Painter (1986 and 

199 1) to make a comparison between the cardinal pharynged sounds. The problem of 

obtaining a depth rneasurement in the video pichins stiU rernains; however, the technique 

used in this thesis normalizes the video pictures so that each pichire's measurements corne 

h m  the sarne virtual depth and thus can be compared across subjects and sessions. 



The results of this research aiso show the need to modify the existing source-nlter 

theory of speech production. This mode1 considers sound thai is produced by the vocal 

folds to be the source. and the shape of the vocal tract above the source provides a filtering 

effect. A more detailed description of how pharyngeal constriction affects vocal fold 

viaration and resonance characteristics is of importance to the improvement of digital 

speech coding in such appïicatious as digital ceilphones and internet telephony. 

1 .  Goal of the Thesis 

The goal of this research is to systematicaily describe the role of the pharynx in 

speech. The study is comprehensive, since a variety of rneasurement techniques have been 

employed in order to observe this part of the vocal tract Since the human pharynx is the 

back part of the throat comecting the nasal, oral, rniddle ear and glottd passages, it is 

difncdt to observe this area non-invasively. This study employs acoustic, 

electroglottographic and laryngoscopie video rneasurement techniques in order to observe 

phaiyngeal movernents that are important in speech. The phonetic taxonomies are used to 

provide a framework for examiaing pharyngeal movements for this thesis. This survey of 

analysis techniques used «> examine pharyngeal sounds offea an alternative interpretation 

of an existing linguistic taxonomy. 

The existing IPA interpretation of the pharyngeal area of the vocal tract implies that 

there is only one hguisticaily relevant manner of articulation that is utilized in the pharynx, 

n d y  the pharyngeal fricative. It is proposed by Esling (1996) and here, that some 

members of the 'other symboi' set on the P A  chart could also be interpreted as pharyngeal 

in place of articulation. More specifically, the epiglottal plosive couid be considered a 

pharynged plosive and the voiced and voiceless epiglottal fricatives appear to be 

pharyngeal trills. This re-arrangement of symbols would embellish the pharyngeal column 

on the IPA chart and may reflect more accurately the way Ianguages use these sounds. 



Another goal of this research is to aid in detennining where and how the pharyngeal 

configuration changes in order to produce the cardinal sounds. This is accomplished by 

using video data. In describing the pharyngeal sounds using the nasendoscope, a 

measurement technique for analyzing vide0 p i c m  is developed. Further to an acoustic 

and video description of cardiaal pharyngeal sounds, the goal of this thesis is to provide an 

acoustic analysis of language data in order to detemine if languages make phonetic use of 

the proposed sounds. 

1.2 Thesis OutIine 

The outline of this thesis is as folIows: An articulatory to acoustic mapping of 

cardinal pharyngeal sounds is made by describing each pharyngeal sound in terms of four 

manners of articulation. This description is also compared with general acoustic data to 

support the m e r s  of articulation classification. ûther acoustic cues for place of 

articulation are discussed with respect to general theones of speech production. 

A qualitative examination of video data is discussed in chapter 3. A nomaikation 

technique is used to measure degree of pharyngeal constriction between the four manners 

of articulation which are discussed in chapter 2. Along with this is an atternpt to correlate a 

sequence of video data with the acoustic output for the pharyngeal approximant. 

An analysis of pharyngeal constriction on vocal fold behaviour is covered in chapter 

4. Since the fornant structure change is so subtle between the common vowel [a] and the 

pharyngeal approximant, and because this constriction is very near the vocal folds, it is 

hypothesized that the salient feanue of the approximant is the constriction effect on vocal 

fold behaviour. A description of changes in voicing between vowels and voiced 

pharyngeal articulation in the cardinal examples dong with real language examples is 

discussed in support of the constriction in the pharynx having a marked effect on vocal fold 

vibration. 



Acoustic language data taken h m  the University of Victoria Phonetic Database 

(PDB), and Sounds of the World's Languages (SOWL) database fiom the University of 

California at Los Angeles are examiaed in chapter 5. The observations in chapters 2 

through 4 are compared with real language data in order to provide support for the 

taxonomy of four manners of articulation in the pharynx proposed by Esling (1996). 

Language data h m  Agul support the four manners of articulation, or an alternative 

interpreiation which could involve larynx height king the distinctive feature. 

The concluding chapter summarizes the theory of pharyngeai behaviour that has 

evolved fiom this thesis. The P A  taxonomy provides a h e w o r k  which allows for an 

acoustical examination of pharyngeal sounds and supports the manner of articulation 

interpretation. General acoustical theory is pressed into service in order to support one 

place of articulation for the pharynx proper. The video examination also supports this 

interpretation of place of articulation. A detailed observation of vocal fold behaviour 

suggests that the salient feature that distinguishes between the pharyngeal vowel [a] and a 

pharyngeal consonant is the effect of constriction on vocal fold behaviour. These 

discoveries combine to support the theory that, fiom an acoustic and articulatory point of 

view, the cardinal pharyngeal sounds produced by the phonetician are a series of four 

manners of articulation produced at one place of articulation. The acoustic language data 

also support this, however, further research fiom the phonologists who smdy these 

languages would be needed to provide evidence to show that lauguages use the sounds in 

this manner. 

The motivation for larynx height as a distinctive feature cornes kom the acoustic 

charactenstics that are observed in the larynx height voice quality seaings. That is, there is 

a relationship between larynx height and pharyngeal senings, and the distinctive feature for 

these settings is pitch. The acoustic quality of a raised larynx setting, in general. is a rise in 

ail fomiants. These fearures are al i  considered with respect to natural language data in 

chapter 5. 



C hapter 2 

Articulation to Acoustic Mapping of Cardinal Pharyngeals 

2.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to give acoustic definition to Esling's ( 1996) pro- 

posed pharyngeal consonants. The pharyngeal consonants are comparable with the pha- 

ryngeal vowe (a] and are defined acoustically as having the first three formant frequen- 

cies occuring at about 700Hz for FI (first formant). IOOOHz for F2 and 2500Hz for F3. 

Esling's production of cardinal pharyngeal consonants is examined here acoustically in 

order to detennine if these sounds can be classed as four manners of articulation. Also. 

from this acoustical snidy will determine if pharyngeal sounds are produced in one place 

of articulation. 

The value of anal yzing a phonetician 's cardinal production of p haryngeal conso- 

nants is best described in the following quote fiom Lieberman and Blumstein ( 1988): 

"In order for languages to use phonetic categories in speech, it is necessary to 

have distinctive acoustic patterns to defme that category so that the listener 

can perceive it, and it is usehl that the articulatory system can produce this 

pattern even with some articulatory imprecision" (p. 186). 



Exarnining cardinal productions acoustically will determine what salient acoustical fea- 

tures are used to distinguish between sounds produced in the pharynx. This evidence will 

also show "that the articulatory system can produce this pattern even with some articula- 

tory imprecision," as Lieberman and Blumstein suggest. The degree of imprecision is 

not directly measured here but is considered with the examination in following chapters 

of a video description and various language data discussed in chapter 5.  

Lieberman and Blurnstein's formulation alludes to Stevens' ( 1972) Quantal Theory. 

This theory suggests that there are regions of acoustic stability that correlate with salient 

features in speech. That is, some sounds can be produced rather sloppily and still be 

undeetood. For example. we seem to be able to understand sounds such as [il (as in 

'heat') even when the speaker varies their tongue position within 2 cm (Johnson. 1997). 

In the acoustical examination here, token examples of the cardinal pharyngeal 

consonants are produced by Esling and examined for features that define the particular 

manner of articulation. Along with noting manner of articulation features. predictive 

information can be derived by descnbing the shape of the vocal tract in the pharynx for 

these sounds. The observed resonance effects for vocal tract shape are compared with 

concepts proposed and discussed in Fant ( 1960), Sundberg ( 1987) and Johnson ( 1997). 

The work of Ingo Titze. JO Estill and Johan Sundberg is pertinent to a discussion of 

pharyngeal behaviour. Each of these researchers is interested in pharyngeal behaviour 

because of their interest in professional singing, and pharyngeal constriction has been 

associated with good singing styles. The constriction described by these researchers 

involves the epiglottis and aryepiglottic folds approximating as is seen in the pharyngeal 

sounds examined here. The pharyngeal postures that are thought to contribute to good 

singing are descnbed by Yanagisawa, et al. (1984). and observed acoustically by 

Sundberg (1 987); with the effect on vocal fold vibration described in Titze and Story 

( 1996). 



Characterizing the range of motion possible in the pharynx, according to the IPA 

taxonomy, is usehl to language researchers since the taxonorny allows for cornparison 

with other areas of the vocal tract. The [PA taxonomy provides a symbol for every speech 

sound and does so by organizing the sounds based on articulatory, perceptual and acoustic 

features as discussed in chapter 1. Further motivation for distinctive features cornes fiom 

the phonologies of languages that use certain groups of sounds. The groups of sounds are 

motivated by their appeal to a sub-set of a segments distinctive feanires. 

This acoustic discussion of features of pharyngeal sounds is organized as follows: 

Each of the proposed cardinal consonants is presented together with a description of what 

is observed articulatorily with a video nasendoscope. Following is a description of the 

general mannes of articulation, and then a discussion of the qualities that define the 

cardinal pharyngeals. First is a description of the methodology. 

Method: Prior to the acoustic analysis. production of the pharyngeal consonants was 

studied with the aid of a flexible fibreoptic nasendoscope. This device is inserted through 

the nose and is positioned just behind the velum (see Figure 1). However. the subject is 

so cornfortable with the procedure that he is able to insert the scope lower in the throat. 

beneath the apex of the epiglottis. This method allows unobstructed viewing of the larynx 

and pharynx and gives the view seen in Figure 2. The pertinent structures are labelrd and 

discussed with respect to the mannes of articulation in which they participate. 

In general, Figure 2 represents the vocal tract during normal voicing. The l a n m  

contains the vocal folds within the laryngeal tube and it is situated at the bottom of the 

phaynr. The larynx is bound by the epiglottis. just above the nibercle at the base. and 

the aryepiglottic folds which attach to the cuneiforrn and arytenoid cartilages. The epig- 

Iortis is attached to the base of the longue, and thephavngeal waIl forms the back of the 

throat. It may be useful to examine this figure along with Figure 1 in order to better 

understand the position of structures within the larynx and pharynx. 



Figure 1 : Positioning of the msa&scope for vicwing of the pharynx and larynx. LabtIed arc the 
places of articulatioa accordmg to the uncrnatioaai Phonetic Alphabet (PA). 

Aryepigl 
fold 

Vocal fold 
\ 

Arytenoid cartilage 

False vocal foId 

Tubercle of the 
epiglottis 

Figure 2: The view fkom the nasendoscope positioned as in Figure 1. 



The acoustic output that correlates with the video was captured onto DAT fkom the 

video tape and from separate recording sessions. The microphone signal was enhanced 

and conditioned by a Nakamichi mixer MX400 before going to DAT via line input to 

ensure the signal was not overdriven and to eliminate noise that could be picked up by 

going in direct. The data were analyzed using the Computerized Speech Laboratory 

(CSL) 4300A. Multi-Speech 3700 version 1.20, and Analysis by Synthesis Laboratory 

(ASL) Rom Kay Elemeûics Corp. 

2.1 - The Pharvn~eai Plosive 131. 

The initial stage of a pharyngeal stop is hypothesized to be the same as a glottal 

stop. The production of a glottal stop involves the false vocal folds pressing ont0 the 

vocal folds enough to stop them vibrating. Other structures in the pharynx. such as the 

epi@ottis. remain stationary. In the pharyngeal stop, the sarne damping of the vocal folds 

occurs, but the larynx then rises up to the epiglottis which moves back toward the pharyn- 

geal walI. 

General Acoustic Description: Stops appear to have a variety of acoustical measures. 

namely: Formant transitions. vowel length, closure length. and burst behaviour. These 

measures will be examined with respect to the pharyngeal plosive. 

There are three intervals that are associated with stops in general: Closing. closed 

and opening. Formants are visible in both the closing and opening phases. thus providing 

information on the shape of the vocal tract going into and coming out of the stop. The 

burst is a measure of speed of the articulators during the opening phase. Physically 

speaking, the formants of an utterance provide organized acoustic energy in the frequency 

domain whereas burst noise is the organization of energy in the tirne domain (Halle. 

Hughes, Radley, 199 1, p. 224). 

The three intervals of a stop help to provide information on the place of articulation 

and voicing distinction. The closing phase of a stop involves the vocal tract movement 



and configuration shaping the formants in a way that indicates the place of articulation of 

the stop in phonetic terms. The closed phase can be relatively longer or shorter and 

contributes to the perception of voicing. Such is the case in the contrast between the 

English [b] and [pl where the voiceless [pl has a longer closed phase than its voiced 

counterpart. This closed portion, along with vowel length. has been suggested as a cue 

for voicing (Lisker 1978). 

Production of a pharyngeal plosive creates one large Front oral cavity because the 

larynx nses up to the level of the epiglottis. The large oral cavity description would be 

the 'normal' case of production for the plosive: however, Esling (personal communica- 

tion) has evidence to suggest that a Iowered or raised larynx setting can be applied to the 

stop. It is the author's hypothesis that this lowered larynx setting involves the same rising 

of the larynx to the epiglottis to create the pharyngeal stop. but the unit (the epiglottis and 

a ~ e n o i d  cartilages) is tilted so that the epiglottis and tongue are pushed toward the 

pharyngeal wall. This may give the opportunity for the pyriform sinuses to be expanded 

and consequently resonate. 

Stops in the oral region are distinguished according to their formant transition to the 

following segment. These transitions are predictable and visible in the spectrogram. 

Further support for formant transitions as a cue for distinguishing stops has been obtained 

by synthesizing these transitions and then presenting hem to listeners (Cooper et al. 

1952). Cited in Johnson ( 1997. p. 136) the F2 locus, or ideal start frequency for bilabials 

is around 700Hz, alveolars, 1800Hz, velars, 300Hz. Burst and F2 locus are associated 

with front cavity resonance for velars, and in the case of pharyngeals, it is likely the same 

since, the back cavity is uncoupled fiorn the front at the epiglottis, making a large oral 

cavity. With this in rnind, the F2 locus for pharyngeals is likely to be slightly lower than 

for velars as a consequence of the front cavity increasing. 



The Waveform: To illustrate the features of a pharyngeal stop it is compared with a 

glottal stop, as seen in Figure 3. In al1 figures, the F A  transcription of the word is cen- 

tered over the acoustic event. The top waveform of Figure 3 is an intervocalic glottal 

stop. The fmt part of the waveform corresponds to the vowel [a] and the straight hori- 

zontal line portion is the stop and the 1 s t  bit is another [a] vowel. The bottom waveform 

is the pharyngeal stop combined with the same vowels. 

Comparing these two waveforms, the vowel preceding the stop is shorter in the 

pharyngeal stop 0 1 .  The closed portion is longer than the glottal stop [?]. These observa- 

tions are predictable since more effort is required to raise the larynx to the epiglottis and 

this should cause a longer stop portion and larger amplitude upon release due to increased 

lung pressure. 

Figure 3: Waveforms of the pharyngeal stop (bottom) compared with the glottal stop (top). The stop gap 
for the pharyngeal is longer and the preceding vowel is shorter compared with the gional. Also note the 
steep amplitude of the following vowel. 

The relationship between glottal and pharyngeal stop intervals is comparable with a 

lenidfortis type distinction as descnbed in Ladefoged and Maddieson ( 1996) in Zapotec 

languages of Mexico. That is. the pharyngeal stop requires more articulatory force than 

the [2] and is analogous to fortis production. The distinction of lenis/fortis has also been 

applied to voiced/voiceless distinction, in English. In the case of post-velar sounds, if the 

pharyngeal stop is fonis, then it would be analogous to a voiceless segment and the glortal 

stop would be considered the voiced stop. 



The implications of a pharyngeal component in the lenidfortis description of stops 

in languages is not expanded bere, but is certainly worth investigating. It is predicted the 

results would better defme fortis stops as having a pharyngeal component. eliminating the 

Iess precise terminology of lenidfortis. 

The steepness of the amplitude burst noted in Figure 3 has been associated with the 

Fricative/aficate distinction (Johnson 1997, p. 138). The short rise time that is associated 

with affhcates, in this case, would correlate with the pharyngeal stop. The longer nse 

time then, associated with fricatives would correlate with the glottal stop. This is illus- 

trated in Figure 3 by the angle marked on the following vowel in the waveform. There is 

motivation for using a ficative/affncate interpretation of these sounds fkom some Native 

North Amencan languages discussed later, however, it is questionable whether this fea- 

ture is salient as is seen in the Hebrew data in chapter 5.  

Pitch: Pitch of the vowels preceding and following the pharyngeal stop is higher than in 

the environrnent of a glottal stop. Increased pitch is sometimes achieved by raising the 

larynx (Esling, Heap. Snell and Dickson, 1994). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 

rising of the larynx observed in the video data for the [2]  would correlate with an increase 

in pitch in vowels surrounding a stop. 

The Spectroeram: The effect of cornpiete pharpgeal occlusion on the following vowel is 

seen in Figure 4. The pharyngeal stop in the environrnent of an [a]-vowel (Figure 4) 

shows no obvious formant transitions. However, in the environrnent of [il (Figure 5) 

there is marked formant behaviour visible in the spectrogram for the followin_e [i l .  The 

preceding vowel in Figure 4. does not show a transition because the sequence of events 

for the pharyngeal stop starts with vocal folds closing which stops the noise source, then 

the larynx rises causing the more massive stop. Cornparison of these spectrograms with 

the glottal stop (Figure 6 and 7) shows that there is no formant transition at al1 for the 

glottal stop in either the [il or the [a] environment. 



transition 

Figure 4: Note the formant transition in the following vowel for this sequence of [da]. 

 onn na nt 
transirian 

Figure 5: Note the formant transition in the following vowel for this sequence of [ni]. 



Figure 6: Formant behaviow remains stable throughout the transition regardless of the vowel. 
in the case of the glottal stop [a?al. 

Figure 7: Formant behaviour remains stable throughout the transition regardless of the vowel. 
in the case of the glottal stop [i?i]. 



S-ynthesis: To test further if pitch, vowel length, closure length t h c i  amplitude rise tirne 

characteristics are pertinent for pharyngeal stops, a glottal stop token was manipulated 

and synthesized using ASL. The following parameten were altered: Pitch was increased 

in the vowels preceding and following closure, the initial vowel was shortemd, and the 

stop closure was lengthened. These adjustments result in a sound, judged by a phoneti- 

cian and by a native speaker of Farsi, who is familar with Arabic, to be similar to the 

original production of a pharyngeal stop. 

Conclusion: The pharyngeal plosive has the general acoustic feature of a plosive in that 

there is a stop portion in the waveform. The effect on fomants surrounding vowels 

suggests that for a pharyngeal spoken in the environment of an [il-vowel there is marked 

formant transition, in that it looks like the formants are 'coming' from an [a] like articula- 

tion. The glottal stop shows no formant transitions, suggesting that there is no change in 

vocal tract area fùnction for the production of a glottal stop, regardless of the 

neighbouring vowel. 

The characteristics of the three intervals of the pharyngeal stop. that is. the closing. 

closed and opening stages. shows sirnilar characteristics as with the voicing distinction in 

other areas of the vocal tract. The pharyngeal stop behaves acoustically like a 'voiceless' 

elottal stop in that the initial vowel is shorter compared with the glonal stop. the closure 
L 

time is longer and the amplitude rise tirne in the following vowel is shorter for the pha- 

ryngeal stop. Synthesis of these features provides enough of a cue for identification of a 

pharyngeal stop for at least two subjects. This implies the glottal and pharyngeal plosive 

could act as a voiced/voiceless pair respectively, based only on the acoustic description. 

The acoustic characteristic of amplitude rise time for an affricate contrast (Johnson, 

1997) offers an altemate description for pharyngeal stop behaviour. Evidence to support 

this interpretation in found in an auditory language description provided by Bessel1 

( 1993). She notes that a dialect of the Native North Arnerican language, called Haida, has 



a segment that has been described as a pharyngeal affncate. Acoustic data is not docu- 

mented for this daim to date. 

The acoustic description of a pharyngeal stop cornparison oRers two alternatives for 

a phonologist faced with pharyngeal stop-like segments in a language. One is that the 

contrasts between the segments mirror a voiced/voiceless contrast and the other is that the 

segment may be an aficate. It is up to the phonologist to test these distinctions in order 

to determine if languages with a glottaVpharyngea1 plosive contrast prefer a voicing 

distinction or a marner-of-articulation distinction between the segments. 

2.2 Pharvn~eal trills TH. $1 

The production of a pharyngeal trill involves the larynx rising enough to allow the 

aryepiglottic folds to vibrate against the epiglottis. 

General Acoustic Description: The waveforrn in Figure 8 illustrates the quick, regularly 

spaced pulses associated with trilling of something other than the vocal folds: This type 

of pulsing is characteristic of triIIs in general. Note that outside the marked portion is the 

vowel which has regular pulsing that is faster and is associated with vocal fold behaviour. 

Figure 8: The wavefonn is of the sequence [a%]; the marked portion shows slower vibration 
since the pulses are spaced farther apart. 

The trilling that occurs during the consonant portion pulses at a rate of 50 times a second. 

which is faster than lingual trills at about 25 Hz, but slower than the vocal fold rate of 

about lOOHz for this speaker. 



It is plausible that the aryepiglottic folds would vibrate faster than the tongue but 

slower than the vocal fol& because these fol& are less massive and dense than the tongue 

but more massive than the vocal folds. Though the 50Hz vibration is a plausible rate of 

vibration for the aryepiglottic folds, the mechanism of trilling is likely influenced by the 

glottal source below the pharyngeal constriction. This is also suggested by the reduction 

in rate of trilling observed in the voiceless version, to about 40Hz. 

The Spectroeram: The spectrogam in Figure 9 shows that formant behaviour does not 

change markedly from the [a] vowel through the [FI to the following [a] vowel. This 

suggests that the vocal tract configuration does not radically change throughout the [FI 

segment. A comparison between the [il vowel in the approxirnant in Figure 10 illustrates 

the erect of change vocal tract posture. 

Figure 9: Spectrograrn of the sequence [a%] showing no marked formant changes. 

The vowel [il is described as having a low first formant and high second formant 

compared with perfectly evenly spaced formants in a totally open vocal tract. The vowel 

[a], on the other hand, shows a merging of the first and second formants towards the 1000 

Hz mark. Figure 10 shows this comparison rather dramatically. This figure contains the 

spectrogram of the approximant sequence [i'îi], in order to illustrate the formant effects. 

The uvular ûill shown in Figure 11 illustrates the slower tnlling rate (-25Hz) corn- 

pared with the pharyngeal in Figure 9. With respect to formant behaviour, the difference 



- 1000Hz 
Figure 10: The sequence [W] showing marked formant movement. The approximant is used to 
illustrate the formant behaviour. 

Figure 1 1 : The uvular tri11 in the   OR^ sequence. 



between the uvular and pharyngeal appears to be in the upper Frequencies and is marked 

by a weakening of energy in the case of the uvular. 

Conclusion: The pharyngeal tri11 has the general acoustic feature of successive quick 

stops resulting in pulses in the wavefonn that do not correlate with vocal fold vibration. 

since the frequency is much lower. Compared with trills in other areas of the vocal tract, 

the pharyngeal tri11 vibrates at a faster rate. Mlling that is faster than the uvular tri11 and 

slower than vocal fold vibration is explainable if the trilling is associated with the thinner 

aryepiglottic folds. 

The formant structure seen in the spectrographie evidence suggests that the vocal 

tract rernains relatively stationary throughout the VCV sequence when the vowel is [a]; 

this suggests that there is no need to class the sound as epiglottal rather than pharyngeal. 

Spectrographie cornparison with a uvular ni11 suggests that pharyngeal movement is 

marked by changes in the upper frequency range. As noted the pharyngeal niIl can be 

produced with or without voicing which poses a logistical problem since no other trills in 

the IPA are voiceless. 

23 The Voiceless Pharvn~eal Fricative Ihl. 

The production of a pharyngeal fncative involves the larynx nsing to meet the 

epiglottis. The arytenoid cartilages are abducted to reveal the glonal opening throughout 

the production of the fncative. 

General Acoustic Description: Fricatives are characterized auditoril y and acousticall y by 

noise or aperiodic waveform behaviour that is continuous. One quality of this noise is 

that there is energy across the entire frequency range which is visible in the spectrogram. 

in Figure 12. Lieberman and Blumstein ( 199 1, p. 227) claim the overall amplitude of a 

fncative is associated with place of articulation, such that [s] and m] (as in ship), have 

greater amplitude than [f] and [0 1 (as in thin), for example. The amplitude of the wave- 



f o m  then. dirninishes the farther back the place of articulation is in the vocal tract. This 

would predict that a pharyngeal fncative would have the lowest amplitude. The degree of 

constriction for fncatives and the type of smcture that causes the friction. is also associ- 

ated with relative amplitude. That is, more consaiction in the vocal tract. particularly if it 

is caused by a narrowed wall, results in lower amplitude (Johnson 1997). The aryepiglot- 

tic folds have the capability of forming a tight-wakd constriction, thus connibuting to 

lowered amplitude. 

The Waveform: In the waveform above the spectrogram in Figure 12. there is marked 

low amplitude of the signal during the consonant compared with the [a]-vowel portion. 

Considering the above information, Figure 12 suggests the pharyngeal fncative is pro- 

duced relatively far back and with a great deal of constriction. 

Figure 12: The voiceless pharyngeal Fricative. Note the lack of periodicity (vertical striations) 
in the middle of the sequence and the low amplitude in the waveform in screen A (data is captured at 
IOkHz). 

In Esling (1  996, p. 77), the aryepiglottic folds are proposed as the active articulator 

for the consonants studied in this thesis. Support for this argument cornes From the dis- 

cussion of fncatives and whether the friction is created by a wall or obstacle. Johnson 

(1997) suggests that Fricatives with lower amplitude are usually classed as wall fricatives. 

such as the bilabial Hl, or palatal [ç]. Considering the wall vs. obstacle description. the 



pharyngeal could be classed as a 'wall fncative' because of its low amplitude. And. based 

on video observations (described in chapter 3) it appears that the aryepiglottic sphincter 

that is created by the epiglottis and the aryepiglottic folds provides a narrow cylindrical 

wall that creates fnction. 

The Spectrooeram: The vowel portions of the spectrogram in Figure 12, show clear verti- 

cal striations that are equally spaced and correlate with glottal pulse penods, whereas the 

consonant section shows irregular behaviour that is associated with fiction. Cited in 

Lieberman and Blumstein is research that shows that as a major fiequency peak is low- 

ered fiorn 5kHz to 2.5 kHz, perception goes from [s] to u]. Based on this comparison. 

pharyngeal behaviour should be lower still, since the constriction is farther back in the 

vocal tract. This would allow a larger cavity that accommodates lower frequencies to 

resonate. This is seen in the spectrogram in Figure 12. Having such a large cavity in 

front of the place of articulation available for resonance results in the first and second 

fomants in the noise portion of the spectrogram. These formants and the resonance 

characteristics wiIl be discussed in Section 2.5. 

Conclusion: The pharyngeal fiicative has the general acoustic feature of a fricative in that 

there is random noise observable in the wavefom. in the spectrogram, and auditorily. 

The other marked observation in the spectrogram is the presence of formants. This im- 

plies that the source of noise is produced in a location that allows the entire vocal tract to 

resonate. 

One question that Johnson's ( 1997) general discussion of fricatives inspires is. 

whether the pharyngeal Fricative is produced by a wall, or an obstacle. Based on the 

acoustic observations here the pharyngeal fricative is likely a wall-articulated fricative 

since an obstacle would create more turbulence and therefore be higher in amplitude. The 

pharyngeal fricative tends to be quite low amplitude. This would imply that the epiglottis 



cannot be an obstacle that causes Friction but more accurately the whole larynx tube is 

narrowed. 

2.4 The Voiced Pharvnneai Fricative 151 as an A~~roxirnant- 

The production of a pharyngeal approximant involves the larynx rising to meet the 

epiglottis and obscuring the larynx completely, in the same manner as the stop. 

General Acoustic Descriotion: Figure 13 is a spechogram that shows approximant char- 

acteristics: There is no stop portion between the vowels and no trilling effects or obvious 

fi-icative qualities. In a sense, the approximant is unique because it looks alrnost vowel- 

like spectrographically. For other approximant segments, such as [w], the formant transi- 

tions From a neighbouring sound provide the acoustic cue. The vowel [a] is considered 

pharyngeal because it is the lowest and most back vowel; for a pharyngeal approximant 

then, it is expected that the formant structure would resernble [a]. 

Figure 13: This spectrogram of the sequence [ayaj shows no plosive. trilling or Fricative-like qualities. The 
formants mimic those seen in the Fn'cative in Figure 12, which suggests that these sounds are produced at 
the same place in the vocat tract. 

The Spectro~am: The spectrogram of the pharyngeal consonant [Y] next to [a] shows 

very little formant transition in the fmt three formants. In fact, if only the bottom half of 

the spectrogram were visible, one would likely confuse the spectrogram with a very long 

vowel. However, auditorily there is a definite change between the begiming and end of 

the utterance. 



The low amplitude in the waveforrn during the consonant can be accounted for if 

the articulation is caused by the aryepiglottic sphinctering mechanism and is considered 

to be a wall articulation rather than an obstacle (Johnson 1997 p. 1 19). Looking at the 

formant structure in Figure 13 there is a notable change in formant behaviour above 

3000Hz. Most notable is a weakening of energy above 3000Hz. However. this weaken- 

ing is not expected to be a distinguishing feature since the fricative seen in Figure 12 has 

strong energy across the Frequency s p e c m .  Because of the fricative's strong enerey. the 

formant behaviour in the Fricative is more valuable for examining formant changes be- 

tween the [a]-vowel and pharyngeal consonant place of articulation. The formants in the 

fricative are examined by looking at a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) display of the vowel 

[al compared with the pharyngeal fricative [hl and are discussed in Section 2.5. 

Conclusion: The pharyngeal approxirnant shows a change in the upper formants that are 

not normally considered in phonetic acoustic analysis. except for singing. This suggests 

that formant structure may not be a salient feanire of the [Tl compared with [a]. However. 

the marked drop in amplitude during the consonant appears to be the most obvious feanire 

that may be salient to the listener. It seems that the rnanner of articulation features ac- 

count for the cardinal consonants discussed in this chapter, the most puzzling distinction 

is between [Tl and the vowel [a]. Chapter four discusses the effect of the physiological 

production of the pharyngeal consonants and their effect on vocal fold behaviour. which 

seems promising for descnbing the salient acoustic features of the pharyngeal consonant 

with the vowel. 



2.5 Acoustic Theory 

The previous sections have illustrated qualities of the manners of pharyngeal articu- 

lation and only alluded to the features that support these consonants being produced in the 

same place in the vocal tract. This section will discuss in more detail acoustical theory 

and how it supports one place of articulation for the cardinal pharyngeal sounds. 

In order to determine how sound is modified in the vocal tract, it is useful to draw 

an analogy. The vocal tract is essentially a tube, like a brass instrument, which has its 

source of noise at the vocal folds rather than the lips. Consequently, a brass or wind 

instrument player is adding another tube and uncoupling the noise source fiom the vocal 

folds so that air fiom the lungs is changed into air pressure changes at the lips. This is a 

long-winded way of saying a brass instrument player is playing with an external vocal 

tract. Using this analogy of the vocal tract with a musical instrument can help to explain 

acoustic behaviour of sound in the vocal tract and pharynx in particular. 

The vocal tract isn't nearly as simple as a b ra s  instrument in reality because of its 

sofi walls and other fleshy bits, but modeling the vocal tract as tubes presents an approxi- 

mation of the vocal tract with pharyngeal constriction. The hurnan vocal tract is complex 

not just because the structures are fleshy, but because there are a few 'tubes' that are 

attached and are within the vocal tract. For example. the nasal cavity can be opened to 

and closed off from the vocal tract proper at the velophqngeal pon. The vocal tract can 

also be chopped up into smaller tubes by the tongue. For example, the vowel [i l  has the 

tongue constricting near the front of the mouth creating a srna11 tube at the front of a long 

tube at the back. Also in the back tube is another tube, narnely the epilaryngeai lumen. 

that can pop up into the back tube. It is this linle tube that is the focus of this study. since 

it 'pops up' in al1 the cardinal pharyngeal sounds. 

Before considering the acoustic effects of the larynx tube that is inside the pharynx. 

cardinal pharyngeal sounds can be described according to the vowel [a]. This vowel is 

the lowest and most backed of al1 the vowels and thus describes the most extreme sound 

of this kind that is comrnonly found in human speech. 



A two-tube model implies that for the vowel [a], the extreme backedness essentially 

chops the vocal tract in half. Johnson ( 1997) describes this model with the following 

formula for a tube open at one end: f = (Zn-l)c/41 . The subscript b stands for back 
W'  rt ' 

cavity and f stand for front cavity; f -represents (f)requency c -the speed of sound in air 

(about 330 meters per second), and 1 -(l)ength of the tube. This mathematical formula 

States that the fiequency of a sound in a tube open at one end is increased with the speed 

of air in sound and decreases as the length of the tube gets longer. 

When 1b=ll; or the front and back cavities are of equal length, there should be a 

concentration of energy at about 1000 Hz, if the vocal tract is about 17 cm long and the 

speed of sound is about 340mls. This would show up in a spectrograrn as F1 and F I  

merging. and illustrated in Figure 10. 

Fant's ( 1960) data show formant fiequencies for the vowel [a] as follows: 
Formant %P Bandwidth 

1 94 

These fiequencies show that the vocal tract is not quite chopped in half. but the frequen- 

cies of the first and second fonnants are certainly closer to 1000Hz than for an [il-vowel 

at 250Hz and ZSOOHz (see Figure 10). 

The effect of the larynx tube popping up into the back cavity has been said by 

Sundberg ( 1987) to have its own resonance frequency, which is quite a bit higher in 

frequency, at about 2500Hz since the rube has a shorter length (1 in the formula above). 

This small tube has been made analogous with the mouthpiece on a brass instrument 

(Titze et al. 1996). That is, it has its own 'popping' frequency (Rossing, 1 WO), but per- 

haps more importantly to Titze et al. is that it matches the high impedance of the vocal 

folds with the low impedance of the vocal tract, thus having a marked efFect on how the 

vocal folds vibrate. This topic is m e r  covered in chapter 4, for now the 'popping' 

frequency of the larynx is something more pertinent because it creates a small tube, and 



since a smaller tube resonates at higher frequencies it is likely to show up as changes in 

the upper formants. 

Figure 14 shows the FFT power spectrum taken during the [al-vowet portion (dark 

line). Overlaid is a spectrum during the pharyngeal fi-icative consonant portion which 

shows the shifis in formants: The energy in the fmt  formant region remains at about 

800Hz for both sounds. There is a shift downward in the second formant to about 

2lOOHz for the fricative. The fourth formant shows a pronounced peak and is shifted up 

to about 4400Hz. Also, the energy in the 5-6kHz region is more concentrated during the 

consonant portion. 

800Hz 3500Hz 5700Hz 

Figure 14: FFT power spectrtim at a point during the vowel (dark line) compared with the consonant. 

A model of upper formant changes is provided by Fant ( 1960). Fant's nomogram of 

a hom shaped three-parameter model (three sections of a tube) without the lip section 

( 1.4- 1 1 (c) p. 84) seems to best represent the observations seen here. The curve in his 

nomogram that matches the closest with the behaviour observed here implies a very small 

degree of opening at the constriction closest to the glottis. This is consistent with what is 

observed in the video data here. however, even Fant's predictions do not account for the 

shifts in energy above 3500Hz. 

Though Fant claims that the upper formmts bear no phonetic relation. it appears the 

difference, spectrographically, between the approximant and the vowel [a] is seen in the 

upper formants. The effect of this pharyngeal constriction on vocal fold vibration is 

examined in chapter 4 and suggests that pitch, and other more fikative-like qualities are 

more likely the distinguishing feature between the pharyngeal consonant [Tl and the 

vowel [a]. 



2.6 Conclusions 

The acoustical facts presented here lend support to the daim that there are smic- 

m e s  within the pharynx that c m  produce varying mannen of articulation. Moreover, 

there does not appear to be much evidence to suggest the need for more than one place of 

articulation in the pharynx. This would modiQ the 'epiglonal' category in the present IPA 

treatment of post-velar sounds. Thus, the mode1 that posits epiglottal and phqngeal 

places of articulation for post-velar differences in the auditory category, is not supported 

by the evidence presented throughout this chapter. 

The acoustic description of these cardinal sounds shows that they have qualities that 

define manner of articulation for other regions of the vocal tract. Nameiy, there is stop- 

page in the wavefom for stops, noise in the spectrogram for fricatives, pulsing that is not 

associated with the vocal folds for ailling, and vowel-like qualities for the approximant. 

Comparison with general acoustical theory suggests that the formant behaviour of thcse 

sounds is consistent, implying that they differ only in manner of articulation. 

Low amplitude that is noted in the wavefonns of the pharyngeal sounds suggests 

the constnction is formed by a wall-like structure rather than an obstacle. as is discussed 

in Johnson f 1997). Johnson's discussion suggests that if the constriction were caused by 

an obstacle. such as the epiglottis, the waveform amplitude would not be aRected to the 

degree obsented here. This fact gives support for the aryepiglottic sphincter, rather than 

the epigloais or tongue, being the active articulator, as proposed by Esling ( 1996). 

Of importance to the acoustical theory of speech production, the results of this 

acoustic descnption illustrate the need to modify the present source-filter theory. Modifi- 

cations need to account for the change in upper formants that are observed in the post- 

velar segments examined here. Also, the mode1 must account for the effect of pharyngeal 

constriction on vocal fold vibration. It is expected that pharyngeal effects are more 

pertinent to voice quality settings, however, the descnption developed in this chapter. 

with respect to sound segments, offers a more thorough account of movement in this 

region of the vocal tract. 



One issue that remains is the justification of a voiceless pharyngeal tri11 when there 

are no other voiceless trills in the IPA taxonomy. There is another notable imbalance with 

respect to the hlcative manner of articulation. Arguments in Laufer ( 1996) and the acous- 

tic evidence presented in this thesis motivate re-classiQing the voiced pharyngeal fnca- 

tive as and approximant; however, doing so would leave a gap in the voice fricative box. 

One argument to support having only a voiceless pharyngeal fricative is that a voiced 

fncative and the approximant would be easily confused because of the increase in friction 

noise noted in the glonal source for an approximant. These issues beg funher research; 

however, noting the characteristics of al1 pharyngeal sounds in this systematic manner 

provide characteristics that c m  be used for accurate speech recognition of the range of 

pharyngeal sounds that are humanly possible. 
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Chapter 3 - Video Descri~tion of Cardinal Pharyngeal Postures 

3.0 Introduction 

The plupose of this chapter is to gain a better understanding of pharyngeal 

behaviour by examllüng the cardinal pharyngeal consonants through a video- 

nasendoscope. It is possible to position the nasendoscope so that there is a clear view of 

the pharynx and Larynx and so that is does not affect speech production. The positioning of 

the nasendoscope, and the view that it shows are iliusrrated in Figures 1 and 2. 

Quantifiable measurements fiom the two dimensional images are difficult to obtain; 

however, the measurement technique described by Painter (1986) is modified in this thesis 

and used to compare the most constricted point of each cardinal consonant. This was done 

in order to determine if the manner of articulation could be disthguished by the degree of 

constriction visible in the pharynx. 

Also, a sequence of video pictures is examined dong with the acoustic output in 

order to see if there c m  be an acoustic to articulatory mapping of pharyngeal behaviour 

fkom the video. Sundberg (1987) describes that when the ratio of laryngeal opening is 

16% of the size of the pharyngeal opening, and the larynx is low, then there should be a 

concentration of energy in the 3-5kHz range. This is commonly referred to as the singer's 



formant. This ratio is easily measurab1e using two dimensional video pichires and is used 

in the sequence of pichires in order to determine if the pharyngeal sphincterhg obsemd in 

these sounds contributes to changes in upper formant hquencies. 

Using data from a videonasendoscope has one major drawback which is that it is 

dif£icult to compare pictures because the camera depth cm change durhg a session, 

between sessions or between subjects. To minimize this, Painter's (1986) technique is 

tested to see if a glottal length measurement can be used to n o m e  al l  video photos so 

that the measurements essentiaily corne h m  the same camera depth. In this study, an 

adaptation of Painter's normalization technique is used to determine if the range of 

constriction for the proposed pharyngeal consonants c m  be seen and measured in the video 

pictures. Normaiïzation is also used when measuring the ratio of laryngeal opening to 

pharyngeal opening in order to confirm that the camera has not moved drasticdy. 

The complexity of movements in the larynx is difficult to capture because there is 

movement in three dimensions. Also, some of the laryngeal structures in this area are 

small, agile and are sometimes obscured by fleshy folds; not to mention that, in addtion to 

from antero-postenor and lateral movements, the larynx itself c m  tilt up toward the 

epiglottis. Memement of activity in the vertical dimension is ciifficuit, requiring 

specialized modifications to the naseodoscope and development of a measurement 

technique. In spite of ail of these drawbacks, the goal of this part of the research is to 

devise a method of quantitative video measurement without modification to the 

laryngoscope. Painter's technique is intriguing since it also provides a method of 

n o e t i o n  that dows for cornparisons across subjects and recording sessions. 

Another technique of measuring video pictures is Peppard and Bless' (1990) 

method of tracing two images that are similar, using landmark structures such as the 

arytenoid cartilages, venaicular folds and epiglonis. The traced images are taken from two 

separate sessions under similar conditions. in order to produce images that are nearly 

identical. This method of measurement is useful for observing a change in nodule size &er 



treamient, for example. However, an assessment of general relative posture is not possible 

fkom this technique, nor is it possible to compare postures. 
. . 

Painter's normahzaûon of measurements involves acquiring a vi&o picture of a 

deep inhaiation h m  the subject, for each recording session. In each of these inhalation 

pictures, the length of the glonis is meitsured and normalized to 23- which is considered 

a reasonable length for an adult male. AU pichires that are taken h m  the pareicular camera 

Iens position, or session, are then measured and normalized to the glottal length of 23m.m. 

Whiie this allows for valuable comparisons, it is unclear, in Painter's papers, if a number 

of deep inhalations were measured and tested to determine if measurements for the deep 

inhalations are consistent. If the rneasurements for deep inhalations are not consistent, then 

the normaiization technique is not valid. In this thesis, therefore, nofmalization of 

measurements is tested by taking a senes of inhalations, making measurements, and testhg 

statisticaily in order to determine if the values are consistent. 

In Painter's papers, a deep inhalation is used at the beginning of a recording session 

for noRllitfiZation. Since the camera can move during a recording session, inhalation 

pichues for this thesis were taken as often as possible. Also, the inhalations for this thesis 

were considered to be the normal breaths a subject takes during a session, rather than a 

requested exaggerated inhalation. The rationale for taking nonnal breaths as the benchmark 

photo is that there shouid be less variation in a normal speaking breath than for a 

'requested' deep inhalation. Also, if a normal breath c m  be used for nonnalization, any 

laryngoscopie video ever made c m  be noTmalized, measured, and used for comparison, 

since every subject takes a breath at some point. 

It is easiest, in terms of describing vocal tract behaviour mathematicaiiy, to assume 

the vocal tract does not change over time and has unifonn shape. Consequently, the point 

of greatest constriction of the pharyngeal sphincter during the production of the cardinal 

pharyngeal consonants is used as the measurernent picture for this study. Since the reaii~, 



is that speech changes over tirne, it is useful to analyze a series of video frames, which is 

also done in this thesis. 

The analysis of a video sequence atternpts to correlate pharyngeal posture with the 

posture &scribed for the singer's formant- The singer's fonnant (which is a concentration 

of energy at around 3kHz) is said to be caused when the opening of the larynx tube is 116 

the cross-sectional area of the expanded cross-sectional area of the pharynx. One way to 

correlate the video with the acoustic data is with the Singing Power Ratio (SPR) 

measurement described by Omori, Kacker, Carou, Riley and Blaugrund ( 1996). This 

measurement takes the gnatest hannonic peak between 2 and 4 kHz and the greatest 

harmonic peak between O and 2 lcHz to produce a ratio used to describe singing voice 

quahty. This ratio however, is only valuable for fine tuning a singing style by generally 

increasing energy within a hquency range and doesn't serve as a linguistic distinctive 

feature. 

Past research has provided two methods of measuring the video data for describing 

cardinal pharyngeal sounds and pharyngeai sphincterhg in general. One method is the 

quantifiable video measurement technique described by Painter and the other is the ratio of 

pharyngeai openings that are seen in the video data and is inspired by Sundberg's singer's 

formant investigations. 

3.1 Normalization of Inhalation Pictures 

In order to detemine if normalizing video pictures to a gloaal length measurement 

is a valid method for comparing video pictures, a collection of 19 pictures of inhalations 

were captured from two recording sessions. The pictures were saved as Targa files and 

imported into CorelDraw to be measured. Eight points on the inhalation picture that were 

visible in all pictures were identifkd and marked. These points were chosen since the 

author felt ce* that in each pictwe these points were the same physicai structures and 

that these points could be accurately measured. The points are shown in Figure 15. 



Figures 15 and 16 

Figure 15: Points used for inhalation 
measurements. 
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Figure 16: Landmark stnictures in the larynx and pharynx.. 



The landmark structures used for measurement appear in two vertical planes. One 

plane is the 'glottai' plane and the other, is the 'aryepiglottal' plane. Figure 16, shows 

landmark structures found in these two planes. The glottis, vocal folds and false vocal 

folds ail iie in the gloital plane. The apex of the arytenoid cartilages (formally, but not so 

o k n  cdled corniculate cartilages) and the cuneifom cartilages which are embedded in the 

aryepiglottic folds, along with the aryepigiottic fol& themselves, constinite the aryepiglottal 

plane. Movement for the pharyngeal sounds appears to be in each plane, that is, the 

epiglottis has the ability to move back toward the pharyngeal wall, making contact with the 

arytenoid and comicdate cartilages and obscuring the glottal plane below. 

The concept of two planes and the value of having points in both planes is 

important since, most of the pharyngeal articulations measured in this chapter do not have 

any visible features in the glottal plane. If al1 measurements that are taken and are 

normalized to a glottal measurement, then it is necessaty to detemine if the structures in 

both planes can be accurately rneasured; particularly if the glottal opening is rarely seen in 

the picnires that are measured. The value of using the glottai measurement as the 

benchmark measurement for normalization and not sornething in the aryepiglottic plane, is 

that it can be measured most accurately. All other structures used to take measurements in 

the video pictures are identified by the brighmess of the structure relative to the surrounding 

tissue. The glottal length, however, is obvious because the glottis is a 'hole', with clearly 

defined edges. 

Referring back to Figure 15, the eight points allow five relatively accurate h e a r  

measurements to be taken and one angle measurement The total number of permutations 

for the eight points would involve more than five measurements, however, points A, C and 

D are lines that lie along a fleshy fold, and it wodd be difncult to h d  a consistent centrai 

point. Points A, C and D, however, do ailow for accurate measurement across planes with 

point B. The one angle measurement is taken fiom point B to both vocal processes and is 

consistently 9û0 in ail inhalation examples. 



The rneasurements taken are: AB (dotta1 length), AD, CB, DB. The raw 

measurements were taken and then nomialized to the eyivalent of the glortal Iength (hm 

A to B). Rather than using Painter's 23mm rneasurement, the glottal length was considered 

to be one (1) since, only relative measurements are of interest Table 1, below shows the 

nonnalized measurements between these pertinent points. ALso shown are the mean and 

standard deviations for each measurement, 

Table 1. Normalized measurements fiom inhalation photos. Parameters are on the horizontal axis and 
photo identification on the vertical axis. Note: Token 'inb5' was removed dong with the picture that 
would have been normalized to that picture since there was not enough lighting to make points measurable. 

inh2 1 -48 1.16 1.48 2.28 
inh3 1 -41 1.18 1.41 1.91 
inh4 1 -44 1.13 1.44 2.00 
inh6 1 -43 2.05 2.43 2.24 
inh7 1 .52 1.10 1.52 2.24 
inh8 1 -40 1.15 1.40 2.10 
inh9 1 -55 1.09 1.55 2.27 
&epa 1 .57 1.1 1 1.57 2.70 
deepl 1 .54 1-27 1.54 2.27 
deep2 1 -52 1.31 1.52 2.62 
deep3 I -54 1.32 1.55 2.61 
deep4 1 .52 1.32 1.52 2.58 
deep5 1 -56 1.15 1.56 2.29 
deep6 1 -56 1.41 1.56 2.63 
deep7 1 -55 1.37 1.57 2.80 
deep8 1 -46 1.23 1.46 2.3 I 
deep9 1 -48 1.3 1 1.48 2.52 

Mn 0.56 1.22 1.50 2.36 

AU values fiom Table I for each parameter fd within two standard deviations of 

the mean. This suggests that in both the glottal and aryepiglottal planes the measurements 

do not Vary signifcantly fkom the mean. This also suggests that normaiizing to a standard 

glottal length is acceptable even for measurements taken nom photos that do not show any 

features in the glottai plane. The resdts fiom examining the inhalation picnires show that it 

is possible to measure structures in a video picture and normalize them so that the values in 

a l l  pictures effectively corne £kom the same camera depth. 



Measurernents are then taken h m  a senes of pharyngeal articulations in order to 

determitle if a pharyngeal stop, trill, fikative or approximant can be identified based on a 

vide0 pictue. The picture thaî is chosen to represent the pharyngeal articulation is the point 

of maximum constriction during production. This was chosen with the intent that it would 

give insight into the shape or area function of the resonating cavity for each consonant. 

The value of gaining information on area function is so that it cm be checked against 

acoustic theory. In this case, the information potentially can be used to create an acoustic 

theory of pharyngeal behaviour. As seen in chapter two and suggested by Faut (1960) 

changes in the pharynx resuit in upper formant changes; the present acoustical theories of 

speech production focus on the lower fkquency formant iafomation. and do not provide a 

mode1 of upper formant behaviour. Before discussion of the analysis of the stiU pictures, 

there wiil be a subjective auditory and visual description of the sequence that is examined 

for each pharyngeal sound. 

3.2 Obsewational Descri~tion of Cardinal Pharyneeals 

The Phryngeal Stop: The pharyngeal stop sounds Iike a more forceful version of a 

gloaal stop. The glottal stop is the sound occuring in the middle of the paralinguistic 

speech feature 'WM~!". A more forceful version of this is the middle stage of 

swailowing. In swaUowing, the aryepiglottic sphincter closes off the larynx. This posture 

is protective and allows channeling of food into the esophagus. 

The cardinal pharyngeal stop was produced in an [i3] environment. This offers the 

best contrast of movement since the tongue is high in the oral cavity for the production of 

[il, thus maximally exposing the pharynx. 

When viewing a pharyngeal stop with a nasendoscope, the larynx (the structure that 

contains the vocal folds), rises up to meet the epiglottis (Figure 17a), thus obscuring the 

larynx. The giottis is obscured by the aryepiglottic fol& and the arytenoid cartilages which 

are pressed against the epiglottis. The arytenoid cartilages tilt forward and rneet the 



epiglottis above the epiglottal tubede. Thus, the seal for complete constriction is between 

the larynx Ribe and the epiglottis rather than the epiglottis and the pharyngeal wd. The 

pyriform sinuses remain visible, but take on a smaller, more rectangular shape. 

The Pharyngeal Td: A pharyngeal trill sounds like a growl, and is associated with 

the singing style of the jazz artist bu i s  Armstrong. This sound can be voiced (involvhg 

the vocal folds) or unvoiced. Observation of this behaviour with the nasendoscope shows 

the pharyngeal structures in the same posture as the other pharyngeal sounds, with the 

inclusion of trilling that is caused by the aryepiglottic folds vibrating. The abïlity for these 

fol& to vibrate requires the larynx to approximate the epiglottis, usually in raised mode 

(Figure 1%). This is similar to the stop, but the aryepiglottic folds are slackened enough to 

vibrate rapidly against the epigiottis. Vibration is identified in the stiU photo by the blurring 

at the aryepiglottic folds. 

The Phoryngeal Fricative: A fricative is caused by producing fiction noise as in an 

English If7 or Id. In order to cause ihis type of noise in the pharynx, the arytenoid 

cartilages remain against the phaiyngeai wall with a gap between them which ailows the 

aryepiglottic fol& to rernain away fiom the epiglottis (Figure 17c). It appears that the 

entire larynx tube is elevated in the case of a fiicative compared with the tilting action for a 

plosive or trill. 

The Pharyngeal A p p r ~ ~ ï n a n t :  The approximant is the Arabic %nt, which is classed 

as a fikative but argued to be an approximant by Laufer (1996). The most constricted 

point of an approximant looks similar to the plosive and h5.U except that the epigiottis and 

pharyngeal waU form a Iess rounded view of the arytenoid cartilages and aryepiglottic folds 

(Figure 17d). 



3.3 Measurements and Discussion 

The lanâxnark srmctlires in the larynx that are of interest and used as anchors for the 

measurements taken are shown in Figure 16. Painter uses 15 measurements that are visible 

in the data he examined; in this study, there are only four of these measurements that are 

visible in the cardinal pharyngeai still picnire. Of the four measurements. only two are 

visible in ai l  of the pharyngeal data. The other two rneasurements are only visible in the 

pharyngeal fiicative and, consequently, serve to distinguish this consonant. A verbal 

description of each measmment along with the acronym used throughout the chapter are as 

folIows: 

1. Glottal Length (G - L): This is the measurement of the opening between the vocal folds 

along the antero-posterior dimension, from the antenor commissure of the vocal fol& at the 

epiglottal tubercle to the vocal processes of the arytenoid cartilages. In the case of the 

fiicative, the glottis is obscured somewhat by the arytenoid cartilages, the aryepiglottic 

folds and the epiglottis. Since the fficative is the only posnire examined here that has a 

visible glottis, the measurement for this and GW are recorded as one (1). 

2. Glottal Width ( G w  The glottal width is the widest part of the opening between the - 
vocal folds, which is between the vocal processes. The hicative is the only example that 

has a visible glottal opening; in the fricative, the vocal processes are obscured so, as with 

GL, it is given a value of one (1). 

3. Epielottic Blade Position WP): The epiglottal blade position is measured from the 

posterior wall of the pharynx and runs between the arytenoid cartilages, which form a small 

triangle against the epigiottis in the analyzed pictures, to the blade of the epiglottis. The 

blade measurernent is taken where the tubercle intersects with the blade itself. 

4. P_vnform Sinus Width (PSW: Tbis measurement is the maximum distance fiom the - 
aryepiglottic fold to the pharyngeal waIi, perpendicular to the aryepiglottic fold. This 

measurement is taken fiom the pharyngeal waU to where the aqtenoid cartilage joins the 



aryepiglottic fold since, in the pharyngeal articulations, it consistently shows up as a 

relatively clear right angle. 

Metho& A fibreoptic nasendoscope was inserted to show a suitable view of the larynx and 

pharynx a s  described with respect to Figures 1 and 2. It was possible to maintain a stable 

camera position while recording by monitoring markings on the nasendoscope that line up 

with the outside edge of the nose (extemd nares). Variability in camera position is dso 

accounted for by nomialization of values as described above. The video data are obtained 

from the vowel-consonont-vowel , sequence [i-il. The vowel [il, as in 'beet', is used 

since the tongue is high in the oral cavity leaving the pharynx wide open and offering the 

greatest contras with pharyngeal behaviour. Sequences are spoken in isolation or taken 

from the canier phrase "he hit VCV quickly". The data are taken fiom two different 

recording sessions using one subject, who is a aained phonetician. 

The point of maximum constriction during the consonant production is considered 

to be the 'pharyngeal articulation'. The images are obtained using an Olympus ENF-P3 

flexiile fibreoptic laryngoscope attached to the Kay Elernetrics Rhuio-Laryngeal 

Stroboscope 9 100, a Panasonic KS 152, camera and a Mitsubishi S-VHS video cassette 

recorder BV-2000 ( d g  at 30 frames/sec). The images are saved as a Targa file and 

exported to a PC cornputer for processing in CorelDraw. 

Data captured for this study consist of at least eight examples of each pharyngeal 

consonant articulation (stop, trill, fricative and approximant) and, at least two inhalation 

samples for each set of four or five consonant examples. Some pictures were discarded; in 

one case the picture transfemd from the Targa fde was unreadable and in a second case, 

the inhalation picture to be used for normaiization was too dark to be measured and was 

discarded dong with the articulation pichue that followed. 

In ail cases except for pictures 'stp2t7-stp7t7', the inhalation picture used for 

normalization was taken before the articulations were uttered. Pictures 'stp2t7-stp7t7', 



were noticeably closer to the camera than the picture preceding them. However, there was 

no inhalation pnor to these hmes. Consequently, the inhalation immediately foIIowing 

these pictures was used for normalization. 

The raw data measurements taken fiam the inhalation pictures, dong with the 

articulation pichiles that follow are shown in Table 2. Since the inhalation pictures are only 

used for normaüpng to the glottal length, only the glottal length value is recorded. In the 

cases where no measurement was possible, the value was recorded as zero. 

Table 2. Raw measurement values from video pictures. The parameters are on the horizontal axis, photo 
identification is on the vertical axis. Zero indicates measurement was not possible. One (1) indicates the glonis 
is visible but an accurate numerical measurement is not possible. 

a GW EBP PSW a GW EBP PSW 
inhl 27 
s tp l  O 
stp2 O 
inh2 25 
stp3 O 
stp4 O 
deepl 26  
s tp l t7  O 
scp2t7 O 
stp3t7 O 
deep2 29  
stp4t7 O 
deepa 27 
stp5t7 O 
stp6t7 O 
stp7t7 O 
inh8 2 0  
tri11 O 
tri12 O 
inh9 22 
tri13 O 
tri14 O 
tri15 O 
deep5 34 
trillt7 O 
tri12t7 O 
deep6 32 
tril3t7 O 
tri14t7 O 
tn15t7 O 

The values in Table 2 are then normaiized to the inhalation pictures and shown in 

Table 3. The inhalation tokens have been rernoved £iom the table. 



Table 3. Normalized values fiom video pictures. The parameten are on the horizontal axis, photo 
identification is on the vertical axis and normalized values take from measurements are in the cells. 

U GW EBP PSW C L  GW EBP PSW 
s tpl  O 
stp2 O 
stp3 O 
stp4 O 
stp 1t7 O 
stp2t7 O 
stp3t7 O 
stp4t7 O 
stp5t7 O 
stp6t7 O 
stp7t7 O 
tri11 O 
tri12 O 
tri13 O 
tri14 O 
tri15 O 
trillt7 O 
tri12t7 O 
tri13t7 O 
tn14t7 O 
trilSt7 O 

fric i t7 
fric2t7 
fric3 t7 
fric4t7 
fricSt7 
fric6t7 
fric 1 
fric2 
fric3 
aprx 1 
aprx2 
aprx3 
aprx4 
aprx5 
aprxl t 
aprx2t 
aprx3 t 
aprx4t 
aprx5 t 
aprx6t 
apnt7t 

The rneans, standard deviations and percent variation for each of the pharyngeal 

articulations are caicdated and show in Table 4. The GL and GW rneasurements are 

binary, that is, for ail pictures except the fikatives there is no rneasurement possible. 

Consequently, these measurements distinguish the fkicative and are not shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Statistics from normalized values. 

1 tnii 11.22 1 . 5 9  I 



The mean values for both EBP and PSW measurements, between consonants, are 

simüar, suggesting that these measurements alone do not distinguisti the four manner-of- 

articulation consonants. The only marked values appear to be the percent of variation. For 

the epigiottal blade position (EBP), the stop and fricative articulations vary considerably 

more than the approximant or trill. This is reasonable since the required posaire to maintain 

trilling, and avoid friction (in the approximant articulation), would have to remain stable. 

The pynform sinus width (PSW) shouid be more variable for trilhg since the aryepiglonic 

folds aiU into the pjlifom sinus space and in fact the values for the aill Vary more than for 

the stop and approxiniant- 

Discussion: These video measurements are consistent and suggest that normalizing of all 

measurements to the glottal measurement seen in one of the depths is appropriate. The 

measurement used to normaiize test data in Painter (1986, 199 l), Painter et al. ( 199 1 ), and 

in this chapter is the giottai length. Although the giottis is not seen in any of the test data 

for this experiment, the glottai length is used fiom inhalations because it is the most 

consistent and accurate measurement. The first part of this chapter tests the vaüdity of 

normalizing a test photo, to a giottal length. This is a valid method which allows for 

cornparison berneen different photos, sessions and even speakers. Measurements that are 

used to test normalization are taken fiom points which appear at two different depths in the 

phaw Ix* 

The nomal breath a subject takes during speech is used for the normalization photo 

in this thesis because this act o c c m  often during speech and shows a maximally open 

giottis. Taking glottal length measurements fiom many inhalation photos during a session, 

and monitoring the camera depth extemdy, converts each test picîure's measurements into 

the same virtual depth. 



Since the pharyngeal sounds in this expriment are proposed to be, accordhg to the 

P A  taxonomy, varying àegrees of constriction, one rnight expect this to be visible in the 

picnires. Glancing at the photos in Figure 17, the stop, hill and approximant 'look' very 

similar. Differences thai are visible between these still photos include: The stop appears to 

have a more rounded closure between the epiglottis and pharyngeal wall compared with the 

tRU and approxllnaat. Also, the trill has a 'b lmd'  aryepiglottic fold that is caused by its 

vibration. The nicative is the most markedly different since the glottis is visible through an 

interarytenoidal gap at the qepiglottal level. Statisticai testing of distances in the antero- 

postenor plane ( h m  the pharyngeal wall to the epiglottis), do not suggest that the stop, 

tdi and approximant pharyngeal postures, are different 

Instead of varying degrees of constriction in the antero-posterior dimension, the 

pharyngeal stop, aill, fricative and approximant appear to make use of the larynx position 

below the aryepiglottal constriction because in the case of the approximant the view of the 

glottis is obscured, yet quite normal voicing is heard. In the case of the pharyngeal stop, 

there may be complete closure between the larynx and the epiglottis dong with full glottal 

closure. For the trill and approximant, the percent of variation in the EBP suggests that 

these articulations rely on precise positionhg of structures in the pharynx. In order to 

maintain W g ,  the aryepiglottic fol& must be slack enough to vibrate and the= must be 

adequate pressure h m  the lungs to set &ese folds vibrating. The approximmt, requires a 

posture that dows air to pass through the nmow pharyngeal constriction and avoid 

causing fiction. 

A task for future research is to observe the larynx below the pharyngeal constriction 

described in this thesis. With the tools available to the author, it is impossible to see what 

the larynx is physicaliy doing below the pharyngeal constriction: X-ray, M N  or perhaps 

ultra-sound measurements dong with video and acoustic measurements are necessary in 

order to observe behaviour below the pharyngeal sphincter. 



Figurr 3a Stop b. Trill 

c. Fricative d Approxmiant 

Figure 17: Sample picture of each pharyngeal articulation. 



The phonetic segments examined here are betîer defïned by movernent in the time 

dimension and by positionhg of structures that are out of view. Measurement of one sti l l  

photo is more valuable for desmibing general, pharyngeal and Iaryngeal postures that 

contribute to voice quaLity settings, rather than phonetic segments. The use of this video 

measurement in describing voice quaiity settings is the focus of Painter's papes. 

The investigation of pharyngeal constriction in this thesis also provides support for 

the pharyngealized voice quaLity setting. That is, a Long term vocal tract posture that 

maintains constriction in the pharynx is possible since, as we have seen with the 

pharyngeal approximant and trill, the epiglottk and arytenoid cartilages can be 

approximated while the vocal fol& below vibrate. Also, we will see evidence that the 

Hebrew speaker is section 3.4 possesses this voice quaüty setting and consequently, his 

video picnires are difficult to analyze. 

Since speech varies over tirne, one still photo does not describe how Long it takes to 

produce a phonetic segment, nor does it describe the way structures move to get to the most 

constricted point. A brief examination of duration, based on video h e s  showed that on 

average, the stop takes the longest to produce, king anywhere £kom 9- 19 frames f'rom the 

vowel through to the following vowel. The approxirnant and aill, averaged about 6 frames 

and the fricative 4 frames. However, alI of these consonants Save the pharyngeal plosive 

can be sustahed, thenfore. the nurnber of kames is not very useful. More information 

about the production of phonetic segments may be gained fiom examining measurements 

fiom a sequence of fkmes rather than a picttxre of the most constricted point (see section 

3.4). However, obseming activity below the constriction is redy  necessary to complete 

the theory. 

The parameter that is missing h m  the test pichues examined here is depth of the 

larynx before, during and after the pharyngeal constriction. This information would 

provide evidence for raised and lowered larynx positions that are presumed to occur 

beneath the pharyngeal sphincter. Larynx height is valuable for the investigation of voice 



quality since Laver's voice q d t y  taxonomy has terms for raised and lowered larynx 

settings. Also, there is a correlation between raised larynx and constriction in the pharynx 

as discussed earlier with respect to Esling et al. ( 1994). NameIy? Laver's raised larynx 

voice quality setting involves the same posture as  a pharyngealized setting, and the 

ciifference between the two senings is pitch related. That is, a raised larynx setting wodd 

look similar to the pharyngeal postures examined here, except perceived pitch would be 

relatively high. Pharyngeai constriction with lower pitch is perceived as pharyngeahzed 

voice quality . 
Titze and Story (1996) suggest that the space created between the larynx and 

pharyngeal constriction matches impedance between the glottis and vocal tract, thus causing 

a drop in fundamental fiequency of the vocal folds. This is discussed in chapter 4 and this 

effect would also contribute, dong with resonant kquency of the vocal tract, to the pitch 

relationship between raised larynx and pharyngealized voice quality settïngs. Of devance 

to the phonetic sounds that have been the focus of this thesis, we see in chapter 5 that the 

terms raised and lowered larynx, that can be long-term voice quality postures, rnay hinction 

as distinguishing segmental features in languages such as Bruu and Mpi and even Native 

North Arnerican languages. 

The results of measuring still photos imply that an analysis of a sequence of video 

pictures is necessary in order to describe the way the pharyngeai consonants are produced. 

A sequence of video pictures for one utterance are exarnined in the foUowing section. 

3.4 Measurement and Movement 

The purpose of this section is to map a sequence of video pictues with acoustic 

data in order to give more insight as to the acoustic effect of phaiyngeal movement This is 

accomplished by capturing a series of video pictures and the corresponding acoustic output. 

The video captures movement at 30 frames per second. With this fact the researcher can 

gain a better estimate of where the video p i c m  corresponds with the acoustic data. The 



data used here are the sequence [iïi]. The sequence of pictures was captured using the Kay 

Elemetrics Rhuio-Laryngeai Stroboscope 9 100 described earlier, and the acoustic output 

comsponding to the video sequence was capaired direct h m  the video recorder into a 

Sony mode1 DTC-750 DAT recorder. The vi&o pictures were then transferred to 

CorelDraw and the audio was captured into the MultiSpeech 3700 software package. 

Along with the sequence of video pictures an inhalation picnire was taken before and after 

the sequence just to ensure that the scope has not moved markedly. 

Anaiysis of the video picms was designed to detennine if the laryngeal opening 

was less than (<), equal to (=), or greater than (>) '/a the opening of the pharynx. This 

value of ' /6 has been described in Sundberg (1987) and Titze (1993), but in generd, when 

the laryngeal openhg is less than one sixth the opening of the pharynx opening the result is 

a tube that possesses its own resonant frequency as explained in section 2.5. This ratio is 

easiiy measurable from the video pictures and thus, should correlate with changes in high 

frequency energy. 

In order to determine the ratio of laryngeal opening to pharyngeal opening, a clear 

plastic grid was placed over the picnire. The Iaryngeal opening was measured dong the 

inside edge of the epiglottis. aryepiglottic folds and arytenoid cartilages. The pharyngeal 

measurement included the inside edge of the epiglottis and coursed out to the pyriform 

sinus, crossing the attachent of the aryepiglottic fold to the epiglottis. Figure 17 shows 

the first four pictures that were measured. 

There were 19 fiames captured that correlated with the second example in a series 

of productions of [iFi] spoken in the sentence "he hit [Si] quickly". The [iFi] sequence was 

isolated from the captured audio data and measured to be about 1 second. The 19 video 

frames captured correspond to 0.63 seconds of time since ody a few -es of the vowel 

surrounding the consonant were included and not the entire [iîi] sequence. In the sequence 

of pictures, there is a marked change in posture fiom fiames 3 to 4 where the ratio becomes 



c1/6. This change is sustained for about 9 hunes, or 0.3 sec which corresponds with the 

marked change in formant structure in the spectrogram of the audio signal in Figure 20. 

It is possible then, to correlate the formant behaviour with the video picnires within 

a few milliseconcis. This is because the sounds in the sequence are extremes and, 

consequently, the formant behaviour can cue the researcher as to where the fiame correlate 

in the wavefonn. Specificdy, the energy h m  0-700- is expected to be low for the 

vowel [il and energy between 1500 and 3000Hz is expected to be high. This energy, 

which is composed of the first three formaflts, merges together as the sound goes to an [a] 

üke articulation. Thus, the changes in oral behaviour are accotmted for by the first three 

fomiants leaving the upper formaflts to correlate with the pharyngeal and laryngeal ratio, 

just as Faut (1960) and Sundberg (1987) suggest. 

Comparing Figure 17 with the spectrogram in Figure 19; the fkst 3 videos correlate 

with the beginning of the rnarked portion. Frame 4 has a ratio of < '16 and correlates with a 

marked &op in energy starting at about 2500Hz compared with the preceding h e s .  AU 

the h e s  that foîiow hune 4 have a ratio of < '16 and their behaviour is the same. 

Unfominately, the audio data from the laryngoscope only captures at IOkHz; consequently 

only formant information up to 5kHz is available. From discussions in section 2.5, it is 

necessary to have a good view of the data above 4000Hz in order to try and describe 

formant behaviour for pharyngeal articulations. This closer examination of the video and 

acoustic data M e r  suggests that the laryngedpharyngeal ratio has a rnarked effect on the 

upper fermants. 

Interestingly, data from a native Hebrew speaker was matched to the acoustic 

output in the same way as for the phonetician. However, this speaker's ratio of c1/6 

occurred for far more frames than the entire acoustic sequence. Two different video and 

audio sequences were captured for this speaker and both did not have a direct correlation 

between IaryngeaYpharyngeal opening and acoustic output. Examining the video of the 

Hebrew speaker, it appears that his voice q d t y  is in a pharyngeally constricted position 



Figure 18: The first four frames in the video sequence containhg [a (the first 3 h e s  
and the pharyngeal approximant (iast frame). 

Figure 19: Formant behaviour fiom the utterance that corresponds with the video pichires 
in Figure 18. The sharp change in formant stnictrirr is about 0.3sec. 



Figure 20: This Hebrew speaker's larynx is lower as the epiglottis mows back compareci with Figure 18. 



long before and after the utterance. Therefore, the '16 ratio cm be explained as the product 

of a long-term setting rather than a brief segmental articulation. 

Figure 20 shows the first four frames of the Hebrew speaker's data. These h e s  

have the least amomt of constriction and appear to have occuned before the utterance was 

spoken. The pictures show this speaker's larynx is low as the epiglottis moves back 

toward the pharyngeal wall. Since the pictures had less than '16 as a ratio, and Hebrew has 

a natural class of post-velu sounds, it is asçumed h m  the video and acoustical data, that 

this speaker has a 'pharyngeal' voice quaüty setting that is present more or less all the time. 

In order to produce the pharyngeal consonant, this speaker must raise his larynx up to the 

already backed epigloais. The phonetician, on the other hanci, has his larynx and epiglottis 

meet in the middle. 

Using the ' /6 ratio as a measurement does not necessarily mean that there will be a 

strong peak in the upper frequencies as Sundberg suggests; the posture that creates this 

peak is iikely more cornplex. As we have seen, it is possible to mise and lower the larynx 

below the pharyngeal sphincter and it is hypothesized that a singer's formant requires a 

balance between the laryngeal to pharyngeal opening and larynx height below. 

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter shows that it is possible to normalize measurements taken £iom video 

pictures to the glottal length of an inhalation picnire taken during the recording session. 

This procedure converts all measurements so that all the test data pictures come fiom the 

same vktual camera depth, and thus, the pictures can be compared A further examination 

of the nomakation technique could test to see if a requested deep inhalation, like the one 

Painter useci, is signifcantly dinerent h m  the normal breaths used here. 

Measurement of a picture that represents the most constricted portion of a 

pharyngeal consonant ody shows distinguishing feattms in the fncative manner of 



articulation. Consequentty, it is necessary to consider other things, such as what is 

happening at the larynx while the pharyngeal sphincter engages. 

It appears that the manner of articulation for the trill, approximant and stop may be 

created below the pharyngeal constriction as is evidenced by the view of the glottis during 

the fricative and the appmximaut which has audible voicing with no visible glottis in the 

video data. Also, the Hebrew speaker has a backed epiglottis most of the time during his 

speech and must use the structures below. It is hypothesized and suggested by this data 

that the larynx can rise and lower while there is pharyngeal constriction, and it is this ability 

that identifies the v-g manners of pharyngeal articulation produced here. The only way 

to test this hypothesis is to observe the larynx with some other twl dong with 

nasendoscopic video and acoustic output. 

The attempt to correlate the video &ta with acoustic output appears to be possible 

with the phonetician's data, particularly because the sequence that is examined includes two 

extreme postures. This allows the number of video fiames to be mapped with the f o m t  

behaviour. The rnapping showed that the first three fonnants account for the change in oral 

cavity size. Unfortunately, the mapping made in this experiment does not help with 

describing the effect of pharyngeal sphincterhg on upper foxmant behaviour because the 

audio that is taken h m  the Video tape is captured at 10 W. This samphg rate only 

dows energy up to 5OOOHz to be visible. It would be necessary in a funire examination of 

this nature to capture the audio data that corresponds to the video onto DAT for later 

analysis. 



Chapter 4 - E f f '  of @e~idottic S~hincîeriw on Vocal Fold 

Vibration 

4.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to determine the effect that constricthg the 

aryepiglottic sphincter has on vocal fold vibration. Motivation for this examination cornes 

fiom Titze and Story ( 1996) who suggest that pharyngeal constriction, produced by 

constriction of the aryepiglottic folds, alters vocal fold behaviour. That is, narrowing in the 

pharynx provides an area that matches the high impedance of the vocal fol& with the low 

impedance of the vocal tract. Matching irnpedance should aUow the vocal folds to vibrate 

more slowly by reducing the oscillation pressure threshold, and tbis wiii be apparent in 

measurements of vocd fold behaviour. 

The most direct vocal fold measurement technique is via the electroglottograph 

(EGG). Various measurements can be derived from the EGG signal. The most common 

measurements are quotients of openness and closedness. These quotients measure the 

relative amout of time the vocal folds are open or closed. The quotient measurements were 

examined preIiminarily on the pharyngeal sounds used in this thesis and did not show 



significant differences between the pharyngeal sounds. The voiced phaiyngeal consonant 

values for open and closed quotients remained stable and h m  this, it wasn't expected that 

other permutations of quotients would be valuable. However, pitch, jitter (pitch 

fluctuation), shimmer (amplitude fluctuation), and signal harmonie-to-noise ratio (HNR) 

showed promise for describing vocal fold behaviour. it so happens that these 

measurements can also be derived from the acoustic waveform, making these 

measunments more appealing to examine than quotients. 

Jitier and shimmer are interperiodic variations in pitch and amplitude respectively 

and harmonie-signal-to-noise (HNR) ratio reports additive noise that is in the acoustic 

signal (Bough, Heuer, Sataloff, Hilis and Carter, 1996). Consequently, these 

measurements are generally used in iden-g breathy or harsh voice quaiities; however, 

the use of jitter, shimmer and HNR rneasurements with respect to cacdinai consonant 

sounds are able to describe fncative-iike behaviour with respect to a segmentai distinction 

rather than a long-term voice quality effect. 

As mentioned earlier, aspects of pharyngeal constriction have been observed in the 

literature with respect to singing qualities. Titze and Story (1996)- and Yanagisawa, EstiU, 

Kmucha and Leder (1989) have observed constriction in the region of the pharynx that they 

believe is a desirable posture for good singing quaiity. Titze and Story (1996) in particular 

believe aryepiglottic constriction, as described in Yanagisawa et al. (1989), enhances vocal 

fold oscillation by reducing the amount of air required from the lungs. Less air from the 

lungs for driving the vocal fol& irnplies a more efficient system. 

Using mathematical modehg to predict the effect of constriction in the pharynx on 

the vocal folds, Titze and Story (1996) concluded that "a nmow epilarynx acts a bit like the 

mouthpiece of a bras instrument, matchiug the high intemal impedance of the glottis to the 

lower impedance of the vocal tract and fke space" (p. 33). The observations of pitch 

changes between the pharyngeai approximant and [a] vowel that are made in chapter two 

motivate examioing vocal fold vibration more closely. Recent hdings from other 



-archers also suggest that changes in the vocal tract area function in the pharynx will 

have an effect on vocal fold vibration. The measurements used for this part of the study are 

chosen because they can be applied to the grearest amount of data and show the most 

potential for accurately describing the effect of constriction of vocal fold vibration. 

4.1 Method and Messurement 

The data for this chapter are examples the author collected on DAT of EsLing's 

cardinal pharyngeal consonants and included exampies of the pharyngeai sounds where 

raised and lowered voice quality settings were superimposed onto them. The consonants 

were produced in eithcr an [a] or [il environment. Some examples were also produced 

with a target pitch that was played before the speaker produced the sound sequences. 

The language samples used were obtained fiom two databases, the University of 

Victoria Phonetic Database (PDB) and the UCLA Sounds of the World's Languages 

(SOWL). The language data include speech segments fiom Ahousaht, Arabic. Agul and 

Hebrew and involves a cornparison of voiced pharyngeal sounds and preceding or 

following vowels. AU examples are voiced, since the algorithms used to measure the 

electroglottographic and acoustic signais depend on voicing. There are statistical measures 

that may be useful in examining voiceless consonants in pariicuiar, cailed Spectral 

Moments (Forrest et al., 1988). however, this will be left for another investigation. 

The audio and electroglottographic (EGG) data were recorded onto a DAT using a 

Sony mode1 DTC-750 DAT recorder. AU of the data were captured at 20 KHz and saved 

using the Computerized Speech Lab (CSL). The EGG data were initially processed using a 

laryngographic signal analysis program (EGG) from Kay Elemeaics Corp, however. the 

results are the same as the voicing analysis routine in CSL, consequently, the voicing 

andysis was used for these data. 

CSL's voicing analysis routine measures jitter, shimmer, average fundamental 

kequency and HNR. Jitter is the term used for frequency perturbation and "is the ratio of 



the short-tenn average pitch period durations to the rnomentary pitch period duration." 

(Visi-PitchII Instruction Manuai p. 50). Iitter is measured in 9b and is the average period 

ciifference between consecutive cycles divided by the average period, h e s  100 (Honi, 

1982). The normal range for jitter is considered to be around 0.1-0.5% according to Horii 

(1982). Shimmer is the average decibel Merence between peak amplitudes of consecutive 

cycles, and the normal range is considered to be fiom O. 17dB to 0.39 dB (Horii, 1982). 

Harmonies-tenoise ratio is also a decibel measure that "is the ratio of harmonically related 

energy to noise in the speech signai" (Visi-PitchII Instruction Manual p. 50). An ideal 

HNR should have high acoustic energy in the harmonic components and low in noise in 

between; the average is 1 1.5 dB to 15.12 dB (Horii, 1982). 

The settings for the voicing anaiysis were adjusted to account for a large variation in 

fundamental fkquency that is seen within the data, and required the tolerance parameter 

threshold in the voicing anaiysis to be set to 20 mec. The offset parameter was adjusted to 

the 20K sampling rate and was set to the lowest defauit vaiue of 2 (CSL Instruction 

Manual). 

The voicing andysis results were analyzed statisticaily using NPSTAT, a software 

package distributed at the University of Victoria. Since the collection of language data is 

relatively srnail, and almost half of the examples are h m  one subject, the non-parametric 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used. This test does not assume that the data are from a 

normal disaibution. Also, the numbea are ranked and then compared rather than using the 

absolute value of the measurement. The statistical analysis compares audio and 

laryngographic data on various vowels with the neighbouring pharyngeal consonant. 

included in this cornparison are isolated examples of vowels and pharyngeal 

consonants provided by the phonetician. The vowels [il and [a], produced by the 

phonetician are compared and analyzed using the same procedures as with the pharyngeal 

sounds and their neighbouring vowels. This is done since the vowel [a] is considered 

pharyngeal. Petersen and Bamey (1952) observe that for hi@ vowels such as [il the pitch 



is generally higher compared with low vowels such as [a]. Consequently, it can be 

expected based on past research on vowels that there wodd be variation in pitch and, 

because [a] is considered a pharyngeally articdated vowel, the pharyngeal consonant is 

likely to show similar characteristics to [a]. This analysis of vowels gives a baseline of 

what to expect when comparing vowels and neigbouring consonants for cardinal 

pharynged sounds and natural language data. 

4.2 Results 

Aithough the EGG software was not used for statistical analysis, it did provide a 

useful visual cornparison of the vowel and consonant wavefom. The 

Electrogiottographic waveform for both the phonetician's pharyngeal aill and the 

approximant are somewhat disturbed compared with the vowel example; Figure 2 1 

illustrates the waveform ciifferences between the vowel (top waveform) and the 

approximant consonant (bottom waveform): 

Figure 21. Laryngographic illustration of a pharyngeal approximant. The top wavefom shows vowel 
production [a] and the bottom waveform shows approximant cornonarit production [FI. 



The wavefom in the bottom of the figure is more 'disturbed' than the smooth 

looking vowel waveform at the top. This l a s  than smooth nature of the wavefom will be 
described by the CSL voicing analysis perfonned on the data in this chapter. The lowered 

amplitude could be from the narrow-wded pharyngeal constriction that is described in the 

previous chapters, however, it could also be caused by the king larynx which would 

move the EGG up consequently. losing the signal. 

Ln order to establish a baseline of what to expect with the pharyngeal sounds, the 

vowels [il and [a] are compared Table 5 presents an analysis summary of the 

phonetician's production of [il and [a]. The target pitch for the isolated vowels is 110Hz; 

this target pitch was reached by playing a reference tone for the speaker. The values 

obtained for the voweis are as foilows: 

Table S. Values for pitch, jirter. shimmer and hannonie signal-tu-noise ratio for [ij and [al. 

mean pitch jitter shimrner HNR 
[il- 1 12 (frames) 112.193 0.692 0.378 1 1.455 
[al-92 1 09.943 0.98 1 0.561 5.926 
[il- 1 1 O 1 12.068 0.747 0.272 10.340 
[a]-80 1 10.793 0.907 0.515 3.25 1 
[il-Lx. 1 13 112.187 0.707 0.083 6.334 
[a]-Lx, 106 1 10.044 0.721 0,120 5.693 
[il-Lx. 1 13 111.931 0.731 0.086 8.337 
[a]-Lx, 79 1 10.397 0.674 0.1 11 5.519 
[il-Mx. 160 113.151 0.781 0.392 9.536 
[a]-Rlx, 1 12 1 12.793 6.920 0.686 0.388 
[il-Rlx. Lx, 160 113.107 0.281 0.134 6.263 
[al-Rix, Lx. 11 1 11 1,815 0.307 0.133 8.5 12 

Note: Nomal range for jiner is: -5--1%. shimmer: -17--39 dB. signal-Co-noise: 11.5 dB CO I5.12dB. Rlx refers 
to raiseci larynx setting, Lx refers to the EGG signai itself is used for anaiysis. 

The reason that values for the vowel data in Table 5 Vary outside the normal range 

for jitter is wknown. The author was carefd to make sure the impulse marks on the 

wavefom were accurately placed, therefore, the results should be diable. Only the raised 
larynx examples fall within the normal range suggested by Honi (1982). The values for 

HNR are quite low aho. M y  three examples fd outside the n o m  for shimmer, all are the 

low vowel examples. The numbers for jitter and HNR imply that there was poor recording 
quality, however, the shimmer and pitch values appear normal; panicularly the pitch vaiues 

since a reference tone was played for the speaker. The variation in pitch for the vowels is 

minimal and can be accounted for by Titze and Story's (1996) discussion. 

Statisticai analysis to compare pitch between the two vowels reveals that, for this 

sample, the probability that it is by chance that pitch is higher for the vowel [il is 0.00098. 

This means, for these isolated vowels, that pitch for [il is consistently and signifïcantly 



higher than [a]. The same test for jitter and shimmer values suggests that [a] has a 

consistently higher value than [il. And, for the HNR, [il has a consistently higher value. 
The vowel analysû is consistent with the literature with respect to the pitch king 

higher in high vowels (Petersen and Barney 1952), and suggests that finciings should be 

the same in the comparison between a vowel and its neighbouring pharyngeal consonant. 
Values for pitch, jitter, shimmer aud HNR obtained from the vowel versus pharyngeal 
consonant comparison are summarized in Table 6: 

Table 6. Values for pirch, jitter. shimmer and hannonie signal-to-noise ratio for voweUconsonant 

jheC 

jhcV 

j heC 

jheV 

jhcC 

j heV 

j heC 

jheTRIU 
JheV Lx 

jhe-Ch 

j he-VLr 

j be-CLr 

j heTRlU 

j he-V 

jhe-C 

jhe-V 

jhc-C 

jhe-V 

jhe-C 

LXN 

r..x aprx 

LxN 

Lxtrill 

AudioN 

Audio apn 

Audio N 

Audo triil 

Table Legend: jhe=phonetician. Lx refen ro the EGG wavefom, Rlx=raised larynx setting. aho=Ahousaht 
language, areArabic language, the remaining are words h m  Agul (Caucasian). 

The language data voicing analysis values that occur outside the estabLished n o m  

outlined by Horii (1982) can be accounted for because the measurements are perfonned on 

less than ided recordings, particdarly with the SOWL data which wiil be discussed later. 



However, the vowel analysis above shows a varied distribution, and the data came h m  an 

excellent recording. As suggested by Gelfer and Fende1 (1995), the measurement of jitter, 

shimmer and HNR are unstable and require k t  input into the analysis software for the 

most accurate analysis. Also, Karneli et al. (1995) show that there is variation among 

voicing analysis between different electroglottographic analysis systems. However, in 

most of the data in this chapter the measurements are compared with a neighbouring 

segment, and consequently the measurements are relative and do not depend on the 

absolute value. Nor does the statistical analysis depend on the absolute value of the 

measurements. 

An initial analysis shows that for ali  29 examples pitch is lower for the pharyngeal 

consonant compared with the vowel preceding or foilowing. For jitter, 24 out of 29 

pharyngeal consonants have a higher value than for vowels. Shimmer shows 28 out of 29 

consonant examples having a higher value, and for the harmonic signal-to-noise ratio 27 

out of 29 vowel examples had a higher value. In order to investigate the statistical 

significance of these values, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied and confirmed the 

results are statistically sigruficant. Similar to the results for the analysis of [il and [a],the 

pitch of vowels compared with pharyngeal consonants is consistently higher. Jitter and 

shimmer have consistently higher values for the consonants. And vowels have a higher 

value for harmonic signal-to-noise ratio than neighbouring pharyngeal consonants. 

4.3 Discussion 

A preliminary examination of the EGG waveform data, in order to determine 

pertinent measures to be examined on a larger corpus of data revealed that the EGG 

waveform values for quotients were not signifïcant. Since the quotient values are not 

signifcant in the EGG signal and, it is possible to acquire pitch and jitter fiom CSL, both 

the EGG signal and the audio signal are analyzed in CSL. This allows the inclusion of 

shimmer and HNR measures. Since o d y  a limited amount of electroglottographic data is 



available, it is valuable to have the capability of relying rnaidy on a~oustic data h m  the 

various languages in the analysis, thus providing more speakers and examples for analysis 

and cornparison. 

One visible quaLity of the EGG examination seen in Figure 21 is that the wavefom 

for the pharyngeal consonant is less smooth and lower in amplitude. This implies 

traditionally that harshness would be a perceived quality, however, based on Ornon, 

Kojima, Kakani, Slavit and Blaugnind (1997), this may not be the case. Their study 

shows how these two parameten can be eliminated, yet roughness is perceived based on 

sub-harmonic fiequency. These results are promising if aryepiglottic constriction is 

considered desirable for good singing, since the increase in jitter and shimmer observed 

here would not necessarily imply a harsh or undesirable quality. It is possible that the 

extre.me pharyngeal articulations examined here introduce more dismption to vocal fold 

vibration than good singing and, thus causing more extreme jitter and shimmer values; 

however, this does not necessarily mean that these articulations involve harshness based on 

Omori et al. Also, the great excursion seen fiom the normal jitter and HNR values 

established by Horii make the use of these measurements questionable as descriptors of 

salient features. 

The most consistent result fiom the analysis presented here is that pitch decreases 

during the production of postures that involve constriction in the pharynx. The values for 

pitch, with respect to vowels, is predicted and supports the fmdings of Peterson and 

Barney (1952) whose work suggests that high vowels are generally higher in pitch. 

Considering Titze and Story ' s (1 996) examination and other simulations run by Story 

(persona1 communication), introducing constriction in the pharynx lowers the fundamental 

kquency. Story has also observed a small decrease in fundamental fkquency for the [a] 

vowel compared with [il, similar to the observations in this study. The observations here 

fit weli with Titze and Story's (1996) observations. That is. more extreme constnction in 



the pharynx would impose a pater  impedance load on the vocal folds (as descnbed in 

Titze, 1988). thus lowering the fundamental frequency. 

This thesis also examines some of the vowels produced in the Esling et al. (1994) 

study, and found a slight variation in fundamental fkquency between the [il and [a], 

similar to Story's observations. Interestingly, and consistent with Eshg et al. (1994). are 

the readings for the voweis that have a superimposed r a i d  larynx voice quality, and that 

are produced with a target pitch of 11OHz. In these vowels, pitch is higher than the modal- 

[il vowel with a target of 1 lOHz (Table 5). Consequently, this supports Esling et al.'s 

finding that raised larynx setting is associated with a rise in pitch. 

Of ~ i g ~ c a n c e  to this snidy is that the comparison between the [il and [a] vowels 

for raised larynx voice are consistent with 'modal' vowels and the voweVconsonant 

comparison. That is, [il has higher pitch relative to [a] no matter what the voice quality 

setting. Of interest for further study, is the reason for pitch to increase for raised larynx 

voice. The auditory quaiity of raised larynx voice requires higher pitch in order to be 

perceived as raised larynx (Esling et al., 1994). For a pharyngealized setting, the 

impedance load effects shouid lower fundamental kequency. Raised larynx voice then 

likely increases pitch by pushing the larynx up to the level of the pharyngeal sphincter and 

eliminating the impedence matching space. 

Shimmer and jitter measurements for articulations that involve aryepiglottic 

constriction show results that are consistently and significantly higher. This implies that 

when constriction is introduced into the pharynx for the vowel [a] compared to [il, and for 

pharyngeal consonants compared to vowels, there is more pitch variation and more 

amplitude variation, 

Harmonies signal-to-noise ratio is higher for non-pharyngeal constricted 

articulations. This irnplies that articulations that involve aryepiglottic constriction have less 

hannonically related energy than non-constricted articulations. Combiniag aIl the voicing 

analysis results shows that aryepiglottic constriction lowers pitch but raises the modulation 



of both pitch and amplitude, and increases the amount of non-harmonically related noise in 

the acoustic and EGG signais. 

These results c m  be generalUed to a larger population because the language data 

includes d e  and female speakers, and each language example is spoken by a native 

speaker of the language. It seems that the values for pitch, jitter, shimmer and HNR are 

useful in determining if one voiced speech articulation contains more aryepiglottic 

constriction than another. It seems also that these measwments can be used either within a 

certain speaker's production of vowels or consonants, or between different speakers with 

respect to consonant-vowel combinations since the meanues depend on relative values. 

Also, even with a larynx height voice quality setting superimposed on vowels, an 

increase in aryepiglottic constriction would be detectable based on these measurements. 

That is, if raised larynx voice is superimposed onto an utterance, the results should still 

show a decrease in pitch and KNR, and an increase in jitter and shimmer for articulations 

with increased phaiyngeal constriction. 

4.4 Conclusion 

Fit of ail, it should be noted that the voicing analysis measurements. with the 

exception of pitch, are somewhat inaccurate measurements; not only by the obsenrations 

noted here but by the results of the Karnell et al. (1995) and Gelfer ad Fende1 (1995) 

studies, which illustrate the variability of these measurements between analysis systems 

and mediums. However, in this thesis, voicing analysis measurernents are compared 

between a vowel and a neighbouring consonant; therefore, the measurements are relative 

and even if the absolute measurement is indeterminate, the relative measurements are 

consistent, and thus somewhat useful. The statistical analysis method used to compare the 

sound segments also rninimizes the inaccurate absolute measurements. 

The voicing analysis measurements of pitch, jitter, shimmer and HNR used in the 

CSL package are valuable since they can be used on either an audio signal or an EGG 



signal and produce consistent results. Also, these measurements nom sounds that involve 

aryepiglottic constriction cornpared with other types of aaiculations are consistent and 

statistidy signincant. That is, pitch, jitter, shimmer and harmonic signal-to-noise ratio 

are measmments that can be used predictively to determine if one sound contains more 

aryepiglottic constriction than another. These measurements, based on their statistical 

assessment, can be used on a single speaker, between dinerent speakers, and on voices 

that have a quasi-permanent voice quality, such as raised larynx, since the rneasurements 

are relative. Also, the assumption that increased values for jitter and shimmer imply 

harshaess is not supported since jitter and shimmer values increase for the vowel [a] 

compared with [il, and it is not common that [a] is perceived as more harsh than [il. 

It appears then. that a shift downward in pitch is the most salient feahue that 

identifies changes in pharyngeal postwe. The other voicing measurements are consistent 

with respect to each other and with what is predicted, but the absolute values are unreliable. 

This results study, similac to Karneii et al. (1995) and Gelfer and Fende1 (1995), question 

the use of jitter, shimmer and HNR as measurements that describe speech features. 



Chapter 5 - Acoustic Language Data 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter examines real language data from an acoustic phonetic perspective in 

order to detemine to what extent natural languages use the different manners of pharyn- 

geal articulation that are investigated throughout this thesis. In order to do this. languages 

that contain post-velar segments were isolated from two databases. the University of 

Victoria Phonetic Database (PDB) and UCLA's Sounds of the World's Languages 

(SOWL). 

The theory of four manners of articulation presented in this thesis will be tested 

acoustically using natural language data to offer the phonologist some facts to consider 

when assessing how a language uses these sounds. It is important to consider how a 

language uses the segment in the phonology in order to determine the status of manner of 

articulation. Al-Ani ( 1970)' Catford ( 1983). Trai11( 1986). Jacobsen ( 1969). Bessel1 

( 1992. 1993) and Krauss ( 1979) al1 discuss phonological evidence that motivates the 

investigation of varying mannen of pharyngeal articulation in Arabic, Caucasian. Afncan 

and North Amencan languages. Consequently, there is evidence in the literature to sup- 

port this acoustic phonetic examination. 



Both databases that were used to obtain language data are excellent resources for 

language data; the PDB is geared toward more experieoced linguists since complete word 

lists, sentences, stories and in some cases, songs are stored. The PDB data is captured at 

either 10 or 20 kHz and 16-bit quantization, thus the quality of digitization is considered 

excellent even if the original data were recorded in a noisy environment. The SOWL 

database consists of small amounts of data presented to illustrate interesting aspects of 

languages. The data in this database are captured at 8kHz sampling rate and 8-bit quanti- 

zation: consequently there is noise associated with the quantization rate that contaminates 

the data. making it difficult to analyse in some cases. 

Not al1 pharyngeal segments in the databases were analyzed acoustically since some 

pharyngeal segments were identifiable not by their acoustic quality but by their effect on 

neighbouring vowels. This phonological quality of pharyngeal segments is one of the 

features that motivates the pharyngeals to be in a natural class along with uvular and 

laryngeal sounds. 

In section 5.1, various acoustic and auditory descriptions produced by other te- 

searchers will be discussed, and it will be s h o w  that their descriptions comply with what 

is observed in the cardinal consonant productions covered throughout this thesis. For 

exarnple, Bessell ( 1993. p. 45) associates pharyngeals with creak, which is a very slow 

vibration of the vocal folds. The lowered pitch that is associated with pharyngeal 

sphinctering (see chapter 4) accounts for this auditory assessment. 

As we have seen throughout this thesis, the pharyngeal sphinctering mechanism 

may or may not involve the larynx rising up toward the epiglottis. Bessell ( 1993, p. 46) 

shows a table that has an articulatory description of K/ and nil involving larynx height. or 

at least a laryngeal component. This ability to move the larynx within the space of the 

pharynx provides another potential distinctive feature, namely raised or lowered laryn,~. 

A phonological discussion of larynx height as a distinctive feanire can be found in Trigo 

( 199 1 ). Phonetic evidence of this is seen in the Mpi and Bniu language data discussed in 



section 5.2, 

Also in section 5.2 is a description of Agul, a language in the SOWL database that 

provides a good illustration of post-velar sounds. These sounds are used to test the fea- 

tures observed in the previous chapters for the cardinal examples of pharyngeal rnanners 

of articulation. The Agul data could alternatively be interpreted with larynx height as the 

distinguishing feahire rather than a change in marner of articulation. 

The acoustical analysis of language data shown in this chapter provides phonetic 

evidence to support the hypothesis that there can be four manners of articulation in the 

pharynx. Acoustic evidence of larynx height adjustrnents suggests this may also be a 

distinctive feature available for phonologists to consider in the assessment of a language's 

use of pharyngeal sounds. 

5.1 Acoustic Phonetic Supwrt for Four Manners of Articulation 
The Pharyngeal Stoo: 

Pharyngeal plosive-type behaviour is described by Al-Ani ( 1970) as the more 

cornmon allophone of the voiced pharyngeal fricative in Arabic. Butcher and Ahmad 

( 1987) in Iraqi Arabic identify alternatives to the pharyngeal fncative as being either a 

pharyngeal approximant or stop articulation. These observations illustrate not only pho- 

netic evidence of the existence of a pharyngeal stop, but also the great variation in pro- 

duction of pharyngeal speech segments in general (Thelwall 1990). 

In the SOWL database, there is Egyptian Arabic data that shows the emphatic 

alveolar plosive and its conuasting non-emphatic version. The emphatic series is said to 

have a pharyngeal component to its articulation (McCarthy 1994), and consequently is 

examined in Figure 22 for pharyngeal effects. The first utterance in the spectrogram in 

Figure 22 is the non-emphatic [t] in the word [ti:n] meaning 'mud'; the second utterance 

is the emphatic [t7 in the word [tTi:n] meaning 'figs'. Note that the formants in the em- 

phatic version appear to be coming fiom an [al-like vowel (raised first formant (F 1 ) and 

lowered F2). This formant transition is much less marked than in the non-emphatic 



(ti:nl This spectrographie cornparison provides evidence that the emphatic is produced 

further back in the vocal tract, however, it does not necessarily show if the production is 

uvular or pharyngeal. This question of whether the emphatic senes is uvular or pharyn- 

geal in place of articulation arises From the literanire (McCarthy 1994) and From the 

discussion of  the Hebrew post-velar series in Figure 28. 

Figure 22: Arabic (Syiïan diaiect) [ t h ]  compared with the emphatic [t%n J . The formant structure in the 
emphatic suggests the release involves post-velar constriction. 

Figure 22 shows how pharyngealization can be applied to another consonant and 

the acoustic effect of such behaviour. Figure 23 is a Hebrew exampie fiom the SOWL 

database that shows similar formant effects in the contrast between a glonal stop and its 

pharyngeal correlate. In chapter two. the glottal stop was compared with the pharyngeal 

stop in order to illustrate the difference between these two similar sounding segments. In 

this case the two are compared because McCarthy ( 1994) suggests that the glottal stop is 

in the same natural class as other post-velu segments. 

The Hebrew data in Figure 23 show acoustic effects similar to Figure 22. In the first 

utterance of the word ITorImeaning 'skin'. the formants in the pharyngeal sequence 

suggest the vocal tract was in an [a]-like posture, whereas the glottal consonant in the 

word / î o d  meaning ' light ' , shows no formant transitions. This acoustic companson 

identifies the differences between these two segments but does not help the phonologist 

with acoustic features that would suggest the glottal stop is in the post-velar natural class. 



Also in Figure 23. note the amplitude burst of the two Hebrew sounds compared 

with the cardinal exarnples in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the slope amplitude in the cardinal 

pharyngeal stop is steeper than the glottal. h Figure 23, the dope amplitude of the word- 

initial pharyngeal is less compared with the glottal. This suggests that burst amplitude 

does not defme the pharyngeal fiom the glottal, for Hebrew speakers at least, and it 

questions whether this acoustic feanire is salient. 

Figure 23: A cornparison of the Hebrew (Oriental dialect) pharyngeal stop with the glonal stop. The words 
mean 'skin' and 'light' respectively. 

Rose ( 1976) describes a plosive in the Ahousaht dialect of Nuuchahnulth (Nootka). 

a Native North Amencan language. Rose illustrates phonologically that the IF/ altemates 

with /q/, the uvular stop, providing evidence for 151 as a plosive. Also. Jacobsen ( 1969) 

argues that proto-Nootkan uvular stops merged to /TL Massett Haida also contains a 

pharyngeal that apparently patterns sirnilady to Ahousaht and exhibits, a stop-like articu- 

lation acousticall y (Bessell, 1 993). 

Figure 24 shows formant transition evidence from Ahousaht (PDB) that supports a 

pharyngeal plosive interpretation for [Tl. The formant transition at the begiming of the 

utterance shows F 1 and F2 diverging fiom about 1 OOOHz, similar to the cardinal exarnple. 

There is evidence of pharyngeal articulation in the middle of the utterance aiso. The 



fricative portion has pharyngeal formant characteristics. The segment then changes to a 

region of less friction so that there is almost no amplitude in the waveform but there is a 

hint of energy in the spectrograrn. Auditorily, this sequence sounds like the speaker 

almost cornes to a stop. Acoustically, this sequence appears to be two segments because 

of the sharp change in acoustic behaviour and the region of acoustic stability of about 

IOms following the [hl. These two sounds must differ in manner of articulation since 

evidence seen in the stable formants in the fiequency domain shows that place of articula- 

tion remains the same. This observation of acoustic stability along with the consistent 

formant behaviour through both regions of acoustic stability, lends support to Steven's 

( 1972) Quanta1 Theory. Acoustically. the lowest amplitude portion must be a stop since 

there is no perceptual category for a 'really weak' fricative. 

Figure 24: Evidence fiom Ahousaht o f  a pharyngeal iiicative and plosive. The utterance is an 
onomatopoetic expression describing the sound of weeping. 

The literature provides auditory reports of languages using pharyngeal stops and the 

languages analyzed in this section show acoustic evidence to support these observations. 

The formant evidence surrounding the stop portion in the utterance suggests the vocal 

tract is constricted in the pharynx. 



The Pharyneeal Tnll 

Trilling-like qualities in the pharynx have been described auditorily, in Hydaburg 

Haida (Krauss, 1979; in Bessell 1 Wî), in !x& (Traill, 1986) and in this investigation 

with respect to Agul' (see section 5.2 for the Agul discussion). The Hydaburg Haida 

description is an auditory description and not supported by an acoustic descnption to date. 

Bessell ( 1992) has suggested that the Haida segment behaves more like an affncate 

phonologically; as mentioned in section 2.1 the amplitude release in stop-like sequences 

has been suggested as an acoustic cue for identifying aficates. However, with respect to 

the discussion of Figure 23, this feanire is not likely salient. 

In !XOÜ, Traill ( 1986) provides a video and acoustic descnption similar to what is 

seen in this investigation. Traill measured trilling-like qualities that occur about 50 times 

per second. which is consistent with the cardinal trill in this study. Traill's account also 

describes the aperiodic, or irregular nature of trilling that is observed here. In Figure 25. 

it is possible to see trilling during the sirident vowel portion particularly in the second 

speaker's exarnple of the word. The trilling behaviour is visible in the waveform by the 

more broadly spaced pulses and in the spectrogram by broadly spaced vertical striations. 

Also noteworthy is the low amplitude of the wavefom during the vowel in question: and 

the formant structure which is consistent with pharyngeal constriction. 

Figure 25: Pharyngeal trilling in the !x&. The word is k!ao meaning 'base'. and is spoken by two different 
speakers. 



The ail1 produced by the phonetician in Figure 9 does not show as much irregular- 

ity or frication as in Figure 25. likely because the tri11 is produced in a controlled marner, 

and it is produced in isolation. A speaker of !x& may show more regular uilling if asked 

to produce the trilled vowel in isolation. In addition. there is the inherent problern of 

quantbation noise in the SOWL database which produces noisy spectrograms. 

The articulatory description of this ailling behaviour in !XOO is descnbed in the 

SOWL database is as follows: 

"The whole body of the tongue is much lower for the strident vowels. the 
back wall of the pharynx is drawn forward, and the epiglottis vibrates 
rapidly. There is also a constriction between the part of' the ton !Y the epiglottis and the tips of the arytenoid cartilages" (SOWL. oo card 
in HyperCard stack). 

Evidence presented throughout this thesis suggests that in this type of sound. the 

pharyngeal wall does not draw forward but rather the arytenoid cartilages and the larynx 

as a whole tilts anteriorly. The epiglottis itself does not vibrate but the aryepiglottic folds 

vibrate, which rnay cause the epiglottis to vibrate. 

The use of trilling in ! X O ~  is not as a consonant segment but is said by Traill to be 

a phonation type superimposed ont0 a vowel. Thus, a phonation type is used as a distinc- 

tive feature in this language. This poses a problem for phonological theory since the 

Feature [voice] is no longer adequate for such phenornena. That is, there are voiced and 

voiceless se-ments in this language along with 'voicing due to aryepiglottic fold trilling' 

for which there is no distinctive feature that is used in phonological theory. In this thesis. 

the evidence of trilling capabilities in the pharynx is what is pertinent, leaving the phono- 

logical problem open for discussion. 

Evidence that Ahousaht uses this trilling activity is found in the PDB. Figure 26 

shows the Ahousaht rendition of the "sound of a barking dog." The dark striations in 

between the dark bars in the spectrogram are argued to be aryepiglottic trilling because of 

the spacing that occurs about 50 tirnes per second and the formant structure which is 

consistent with constriction in the pharynx. 



Figure 26: Ahousaht data of the onomatopoetic use of p h m g e a l  tnlling: the sound mimics a barking dos. 

It appears that at l e s t  two languages make use of ailling behaviour in the phar- 

ynx. One language uses a trilled segment as a sound in onomatopoetic expressions and 

the other language uses the segment as a vowel that differs fiom other vowels by some 

type of voicing feature. The new voicing feature is both interesting and problematic for 

theoretical linguistics. but phonetically, it provides evidence for the manner of articulation 

of trilling in the pharynx. 

The Phaxyneeal Fricative: 

The pharyngeal fricative is cornmon in Semitic languages. However. as men- 

tioned earlier, Butcher and Ahmad ( 1987) and Laufer ( 1 996) suggest that the voiced 

pharyngeal segment can also be realized phonetically as an approximant or a stop. This 

evidence illusvates the phonetic variability of these phonological units. This variation is 

hypothesized to be a result of the sound being produced in a part of the vocal tract that is 

not visible. so that articulatory cues that identiw the sekgnent are not available to the 

1 istener. 

An Egyptian Arabic example fiom the PDB is illustrated in Figure 27. Figure 27 

shows clearly the fricative portion of the consonant. The formant structure throughout the 

noise portion shows enhanced energy at about 1 OOOHz where FI and F2 merge, and a 

strong F3 along with strong upper fiequency energy in general. 



Figure 27: The pharyngeal fricative in the Egyptian Arabic word meaning 'one'. 

Figure 28 shows a senes of post-velar fricatives in Hebrew (SOWL). The center 

example is the pharyngeal fricative that shows aperiodic 'noise' with a merged fint and 

second formant along with a strong third formant. suggesting pharyngeal constriction. 

The lower fomants then split into the [O]-vowel following. 

The fmt utterance in Figure 28 is the word, ' ~ i m i d .  meaning 'chemistry7. which 

contains the uvular fricative in the word intial postion. This sound contains a second 

formant transition that starts at about 1000Hz. This [a]-like transition seen in the uvular 

presents a bit of a problem when compared with Figure 27 since it could be argued acous- 

tically that the consonant in Figure 27 is produced at the uvular place of articulation. 

The challenge that these two Hebrew words present is to identiS, the acoustic 

difference between the uvular and pharyngeal consonants. Ideally, the first and second 

formants should be essentially one formant for the pharyngeal; however, the cardinal 

example in Figure 10 shows that the pharyngeal consonant in the environment of the [il 

vowel does not reach its merged F 1 and F2 state, yet it is perceived as maximally pharyn- 

geal. The most promising difference between the uwlar and pharyngeal consonants in 

Figure 28 is the third and fourth fomants, which are stronger in the pharyngeal. This 

formant cornparison points toward the need for an upper frequency mode1 of vocal tract 

behaviour. A valuable rask would involve a perceptual and acoustical snidy of the effects 

of changing from uvular to pharyngeal articulation. 



Figure 18: The Hebrew uvular, pharyngeal and glonal fricatives respectiveiy. in word initial position. 

Considering for a moment McCarthy's proposa1 that glottals are considered to be 

in the same natural class as the post-velan, the third utterance in Figure 28 contains a 

glottal fricative which shows that the glottal Fricative rnirron the formants in the follow- 

ing vowel. The lower frequency energy is quite weak and there is a formant transition in 

the glottal at the 4000Hz mark. The upper formant movement suggests that the key 

acoustic feature for the post-velar class may well be formant information in the upper 

frequencies. Another acoustic feature that may identi% the post-vela class is the pres- 

ence of energy across the frequency spectrum, although the formant information in the 

glottal [hl is quite weak. 

Figure 29 shows data from Ahousaht (PDB) and fricative behaviour with clear 

formants that correlate with pharyngeal-Iike behaviour: that is. F 1 and F2 have merged. 

The most notable pharyngeal effect in Figure 29 is the presence of energy at the low 

frequencies. The previous language exarnples in Arabic and Hebrew also show energy 

across the Frequency spectrum; consequently, these data suggest that the entire vocal tract 

is resonating. 



Figure 
FI and 

Ahousaht data showing energy across the entire fiequency spectm for the 
are quite close suggesting pharyngeal constriction. 

fncative consonant. 

Figure 30 shows Avar (SOWL) language data that compares the pharyngeal 

fricative with the glottal fncative. This is an ideal acoustic comparison because the words 

are identical except for the final consonant. The pharyngeal fricative in die second ex- 

ample of the word maH meaning 'odour', has stronger energy across the frequency spec- 

t m  compared with the glottal word mah meaning 'bundle'. The formant information in 

the 2000-40001cHz range is stronger and more defined, showing an upward shifl com- 

pared with the glottal. The one quality that is similar between these segments. aside from 

the manner of articulation. is the fact that both sounds have energy across the frequency 

spectrum. thus in both cases the entire vocal tract resonates. This similarity may be useful 

in providing phonological evidence that would motivate including glottals such as (hl in 

the post-velar class. 

Figure 30: The Avar glottal fncative in word-final position compared with the pharyngeal fricative. 



There appean to be plenty of acoustic evidence of the pharyngeal fricative in the 

language data, supporting its status as a symbol on the IPA chart The questions that arise 

are: What distinguishes the pharyngeal from the uvular articulation? And, if the glonal is 

considered to be in the same natural class as the pharyngeals, then what is the distinctive 

feature that they appeal to? Evidence presented here suggests the upper fkequencies may 

distinguish between pharyngeal and uvular sounds; and that the acoustic feanire that 

includes glottals in the class of post-velars may be formant changes in the upper fre- 

quency range or. the presence of energy across the fiequency spectrum. 

The Pharpzeal Approximant: 

The pharyngeal approximant appears phonetically in Arabic (along with its many 

other phonetic variam). Bessel1 ( 1992) provides both phonetic and phonological evi- 

dence for the pharyngeal approximant as a segment in Intenor Salish. Laufer ( 1996) 

suggests that in Arabic the comrnon voiced pharyngeal is actually an approximant and not 

a fncative. It appears that there is no controversy among researchers that a pharyngeal 

approximant is possible. This section will illusmte the approximant and the pitch feature 

that is observed in chapter four in the cardinal pharyngeal approximant. 

Hebrew (SOWL) and Arabic (PDB) have clear acoustic phonetic examples of a 

pharyngeal approximant interpretation for the [Tl. Figure 3 1 shows the Hebrew example 

where there are clear striations that correlate with vocal foid behaviour. The striations are 

more broadly spaced than during the vowel portion suggesting a lowered vocal fold 

vibration rate and thus, lower pitch. This lowering of pitch is predicted by Titze and 

Story based on their mode1 of pharyngeal constriction and the lowering of vocal fold 

vibration rate observed throughout this thesis. 



Figure 3 1 : The spectrogram of the Hebrew /W in the word naTai: The clear striations during the consonant 
suggest it is an approximant. Slower vibration and merging first and second formants suggest the sound is 
pharyngeal. 

The formant behaviour indicates change in vocal tract behaviour compared with 

the vowels. and corresponds with the description in section 2.5, that is. merging of the 

first and second formants at about IOOOHz. and changes in formant behaviour in the 

upper frequency region. 

Figure 32 shows Egyptian Arabic (PDB) data with similar charactenstics to He- 

brew. in that there is distinct voicing throughout the consonant portion. In Figure 32. the 

vocal fotd behaviour is slower and more Fricative-like, however. the fncative behaviour is 

not as extreme as the examples in the pharyngeal fricatives (Figs 27-30) since there are 

visible voicing striations throughout the consonant portion. Also noteworthy in both 

Figure 3 1 and 32 is the rnarked lowering in amplitude in the wavefonn of the 

approximant during the consonant portion. 

There appean to be little debate as to the existence of a pharyngeal approximant 

as suggested in the literature and shown in Figures 3 1 and 32. The evidence of  vocal fold 

vibration during the consonant offers support for the segment being classed as an 

approximant marner of articulation rather than a fncative. The slowing of vocal fold 

vibration is consistent with the evidence presented in chapter 4. 



Figure 33: The Arabic word =Ti . The formant behaviour and slow vibration suggest it is an approximant. 
Note too the lower amplitude in the waveform during the consonant. 

This chapter has presented language evidence to suggest that languages use. at 

least phonetically, four manners of articulation in the pharynx. The following section 

discusses the use of four rnanners of articulation with respect to one language that con- 

tains pharyngeals as well as epiglottals. This language is also discussed with respect to 

the larynx height feature discussed throughout this thesis. 

5.2 Agui and Raised Larvnx as a Distinctive Feature 

This section presents the Agul language data which supports the use of four man- 

ners of articulation as well as larynx height as a distinctive feanire. The categorization of 

the Agul language data in the SOWL database offers a challenge to the pharyngeal 

behaviour theory proposed here. because the SOWL database makss a distinction between 

two places of articulation in the pharynx, narnely, pharyngeal and epiglottal. This implies 

that there are two regions in the pharynx that can act as places of articulation. The as- 

sumption made in this thesis is that the pharynx acts as one place of articulation with 

varying manners. 

In Agul, an 'epiglottal plosive' is noted by Ladefoged and Maddieson ( 1996). 

Figure 33 shows this sound with the first and second formant transitions going toward and 



coming fiom about IOOOHz, and a strong third formant. The broadly spaced striations in 

the spectrogram preceding the complete closure imply either a slowing of the vocal fol& 

or  'flapping' of some other structures such as the ventncular or aryepiglottic folds, de- 

~ending; on the fkequency. 

Figure 33: The AguI plosive showing the first and second formant merging at around IOOOHz. 

Unfortunately, the glottal stop is not represented in the Agul data to compare the 

vowel and stop Iengths. Attempts were made to synthesize the Agul pharyngeal stop into 

a more glottal sounding stop in order to determine if the pitch. amplitude and vowel 

shortening effects are the salient features that distinguish glottal and pharyngeal stops. 

However, it was not successful. This failure to synthesize is due to the lower sampling 

and quantization rates of the SOWL data which are dificult for the synthesis algorithm to 

accommodate. 

The Agul epiglottal fricative in Figure 34 and the phonetician's example of a 

voiceless pharyngeal tri11 are similar auditorily. The Agul example cari be argued to have 

trilling-like qualities in the spectrogram and waveform as seen in Figure 34. The mea- 

surements taken from this example reveal pulsing at a rate of about 40Hz, which is con- 

sistent with the cardinal pharyngeal tnll, and f a  too low to be due to giottai voicing 

produced by the vocal folds. 

The trilling interpretation of this Figure could alternatively be argued that the 

larynx rises. This would cause the formants to nse during the consonant, which could be 



argued to be the case in both Figure 33 and 34. In fact, both ailling and raised larynx 

could be argued to be occuming in this example of Agul. 

Figure 34: The Agui epiglottal fncative with triIling-like qualities. The interval for the pulsins is about 
4OHz. 

The Agui exarnple of a pharyngeal fncative is seen in Figure 35. In word-final 

position the Fricative shows energy across the frequency spectrum but no strong formant 

enerm In the second word, the [hl is between the vowels /u-a/ and there is a formant 

transition that appears to be the second formant rising toward about 1700Hz; this may be 

a transition fiom a more open vocal tract in /u/ to where the epiglottis cuts the cavity in 

two for /a/. In Figure 34, there is a concentration of energy at about 1700Hz which is 

associated with the third formant and is somewhat lower than F3. This lowered concen- 

tration of energy in the pharyngeal fncative could be due to a lowered larynx setting when 

compared with the epiglottal ai l1 in Figure 34. 

Figure 35: The voiceless Fricative in the Agul words rnuhand muhar, 



Figure 36 shows the pharyngeal approxirnant. There is [al-like formant behaviour 

but there are clear striations indicating the vocal folds are vibrating. The spacing of 

striations is broader than during the vowel portion, suggesting the vocal folds are vibra- 

ing more slowly because of the impedence matching quality of the aryepiglottic sphincter. 

Figure 36: The pharyngeal approximant in the Agul word muTar. 

The preceding interpretation of the Agul language data suggests that four manner 

of articulation in the pharynx can account for this range of post-velar sounds. Language 

evidence from Mpi and Bruu of larynx height adjustments also suggests that larynx 

raising may be a second distinguishing acoustic feature. 

The theory of post-velar articulation presented in this thesis can also be considered 

with respect to the Daghestanian langages which have a full pharyngeal series including 

uvulars which contrast in "voicing, aspiration, ejective. strength, labialization and palatal- 

ization" (Kodzasov. 1987). Historically Kodzasov reports that, [hl goes to [hl and [?] 

goes to [FI. Along this continuum, laryngeals evolve to pharyngeals and pharyngeals 

evolve to epiglottals. Again, this continuum would be explained, in the current theory. as 

a change in degree of constriction, or manner of articulation or the inclusion of raised 

larynx along with al1 the other unusual contrasts mentioned in Daghestanian. The phono- 

logical use of post-velar segments in a language would likely reveal if the language is 

using a manner of articulation continuum or larynx height change. 



Other languages appear to use larynx height as a distinctive feature. Mpi and 

Bmu show acoustically that a raised larynx setting distinguishes between sounds. The 

term used to describe this effect in the SOWL database is 'laryngealized'. but the acoustic 

effect of raised formants is clearly consistent with raised larynx as seen in Figure 37. 

8 T U  S U .  m.- t 0.- IU *U. 

Figure 37: Bmu and Mpi words that show the effects of larynx height adjustments. and the use of this as a 
distinctive feamre. 

It appears from the acoustical evidence from Agul that the series of post-velar 

segments may be a full set of manners of articulation of pharyngeal consonants. It is 

now the phonologist's challenge to test if the phonology corresponds to these interpreta- 

5.4 Conclusion 

The language evidence collected from the two databases (PDB and SOWL) sug- 

gest that phonetically. languages of the world use varying mannen of articulation in the 

pharynx, and that larynx height could be argued to be a distinctive feature. 

The Agul data in particular provide a description of a language that uses a full 

range of post-velar consonants and can be interpreted as having varying manners of 

pharyngeal articulation. Or. the epiglottal consonants could be interpreted as pharyngeal 

with raised larynx as a distinctive feature. The Mpi and Bruu data provide evidence that 

larynx height is a plausible interpretation, since these languages use this feature. 

Literature reports such as Laufer (1996) and acoustic evidence Frorn Semitic 

languages provide motivation for a pharyngeal fricative and approximant. Evidence of a 



stop is presented in Hebrew, Ahousaht and as a feature superimposed onto a set of stops in 

Arabic. The Arabic data illustrates the pharyngeal feature of F 1 rising and F2 lowenng 

and a strong F3 when it is combined with another consonant. The Hebrew data provide a 

cornparison between the glottal which shows no formant changes on neighbouring seg- 

ments. 

Since the Ahousaht example is an onomatopoetic expression, it cannot be said that 

the pharyngeal stop is used as a phoneme in the language, however, the noted features of 

the pharyngeal fricative and its neighbouring segment illustrate the acoustic stability of 

segments and the types of acoustic features that are considered when deterrnining manner 

of articulation. 

The tri11 is perhaps the most unusual segment auditorily and acoustically. The use 

of it in ! X O ~  as a feature that is applied to vowels provides a unique voicing feature. This 

trilling quality is used paralinguistically in Ahousaht and thus provides weak evidence for 

its use as a sound segment in the language. but more strongly suggests trilling as a voice 

quality feature. Agul offers the best evidence to suggest this sound is a sebment used in 

languages. It is necessary to examine how al1 sounds in Agul pattern and then compare 

the post-velar series to determine if they pattern as four rnanner of articulation. Another 

confounding factor is larynx height which may act as a distinctive feanire or as a quality 

that is inherently a part of trilling. 

The change in upper formant information appean to be the distinctive feature of 

post-velars. The acoustic data for the uvular in Figure 28 shows that FI and F2 could be 

confused acoustically with the pharyngeal sound and poses a problem for distinguishing 

between uvular and pharyngeal mannes of articulation. It is hypothesized that the upper 

formant Frequencies help to describe the difference between uvular and pharyngeal places 

of articulation. In the case of an approximant it could be argued that a &op in pitch is the 

salient distinctive feature. 

What is left for fiirther research, along with creating a mode1 of upper formant 

behaviour, is how these different phonetic pharyngeal segments are used phonologically 



in the languages that use these sounds. Of specific interest is: Are the different phonetic 

pharyngeal consonants separate phonemes, or altemates of one phoneme? The challenge 

will be to find a language that uses three or four manners of articulation in separate pha- 

~ g e a l  phonemes. The closest exarnple of this is Agul, which uses multiple pharyngeal 

consonants. The task for further research is to determine how Agul makes phonological 

use of the set of pharyngeals as four mannes of articulation, or if the contrasts can be 

described more accurately with the feanire raised larynx. 

I Hydaburg Haida is a language isolate belonging to the Na-Dene phylum, ! ~ 6 6  is a Khoisan Ianguage of 

the San subgroup, and Agul is a Nako-Dagestanian language of the northeast Caucasus. 



Chapter 6 - Conclusions 

The five preceding chapters have presented a theory that d e m i s  pharyngeai 

behaviour using IPA auditory classifications and Laver's Voice Quality taxonomies. The 

tools that are used to provide evidence for this theory include a videonasendoscope, 

electroglottograph, and a collection of acoustical analysis algoriiluns such as: Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT), Spectrograms, Voicing analysis, Pitch extraction, and Analysis-by- 

Synthesis. These tools are used to examine one phonetician's production of swaiied 

cardinai pharyngeai sounds. 

One may ask how reasonable it is to use one phonetician's productions of such 

sounds? The primary value of using a trained phonetician to produce cardinal speech 

sound examples is that the subject cm actuaily produce the sounds. This phonetician's 

examples of pharyngeal sounds provide a standard range of pharynged sounds that a 

human can produce. It is expected that the language data wili Vary because of inherent 

speaker voice quality differences and ciifference that are a result of the speaker's native 

language or dialect, but the differences should occur in a predictable manner and Vary 

around the parameters that describe the phonetician's cardinal pharynged sounds. 

Chapter 2 provides acoustic analyses that support one place of articulation for 

pharyngeal sounds and four manners of articulation. Acoustic evidence suggests that there 

is no need for an epiglottai place of articulation and the video data in chapter 3 illustrates 



that ody one physical area in the vocal tract that has speech articulation capabilities. The 

cardinal pharyngeal Mannes of articulation show acoustic characteristics thaî are consistent 

with mannes of articulation in general. The lmguage data show that phonetically, 

languages use ali four mannefs of articulation. The question that remains for the 

phonologist is whether these mannefs of articulation are phonemic units. 

One problem that is solved by i d e n m g  four m e r s  of pharyngeal articulation is 

the recognition of pharyngeal sounds in speech technology applications. A speech 

recognizer would have better success identifying the Arabic 'ah', for example, if the 

recognizer is aware that this phonemic segment can be produced as either an approximant, 

stop or nicative. 

Chapter 3 offers a normalization technique that allows a quantitative video 

description of the pharyngeal consonants. This technique allows measurement in a two- 

dimensional image, however, the video data also show that larynx height is a characteristic 

of the production of cardinal phacyngeal consonants. The acoustic evidence and 

unmeas,urable v i s d  observations, show that the larynx can move below the pharyngeal 

sphincter. The range of laryngeal movement that is possible could translate into a 

distinctive feahire that c m  be applied to the cardinal pharyngeal segments and result in the 

perception of another place of articulation such as 'epiglottal'. It could be that the larynx 

height feahue has conhised iinguists and resulted in the inclusion of the epiglottal place of 

articulation on the IPA chart. 

Having a sphincter above the vocal folds is likely to affect vocal fold vibration; 

chapter 4 provides indirect evidence of the effect of pharyngeai sphuictering by monitoring 

vocal fold vibration so that pharynged constriction can be identifïed on the bases of glottal 

source changes. The effect of pharyngeal constriction on vocal fold vibration is examinecl, 

using the voicing anaiysis measurements of pitch, jitter, shimmer and harmonie-to-noise 

ratio. Although the absolute values of these measurements (with the exception of pitch) 

appear to be variable, the results of the analysis are predictable. These measurements 



represent pharyngeal constriction consistently in that pitch and HNR lower and jitter, and 

shimmer increase. The pitch measurements in particular are consistently lowered when 

pharyngeal constriction is present, as predicted by Titze and S tory (1 996). Also, the 

laryngographic wavefom of the pharyngeal consonant in Figure 2 1 shows more variation 

that is represented by higher jitter and shimmer values and lower HNR. 

The language data in chapter 5 are examined with the hvestigative took h m  

chapters 2 through 4 to show acoustic quaiities of pharyngeal segments that are consistent 

with the characterization of manner of articulation. The specinc features include: for the 

stops. a break in the wavefom dong with the first and second formants in the burst 

diverging fiom around 1000Hz; for tdls, pulsing that is aromd 50Hz. For the fncative, 

noise is visible in the spectrogram across the frequency spectnim and, consequently, there 

is formant behaviour that shows F1 and Fî merging at about 1ûûûHz. For the 

approximant, formant characteristics are consistent wîth those seen in the fncative, dong 

with a lowered vocal fold vibration rate. In the case of the fikative, tri11 and approximant. 

there is marked amplitude l o w e ~ g  in the waveform. 

This thesis has covered a new area of research using a broad range of analysis 

techniques and there are questions that remain and issues that are vague. One signal 

analysis that was not explored is the amplitude and pitch variation over time. The jitter and 

shimmer measurements examined here are cycle-to-cycle variations and since they do not 

appear to be salient acoustic features, it is hypothesized that some other type of pitch and 

amplitude variation may be more valuable. That is, perhaps pitch and amplitude variations 

are more salient when they create an amplitude cycle that repeats 10 or 20 times per second, 

rather than occunhg between vocal fold pulses. This type of measurement is motivated by 

the observations made with respect to the uvuiar triil in section 2.2 which shows the 

waveform amplitude repeating a pattern at 25H.z. 

The cycle-to-cycle voicing measurements, in spite of their unreliable absolute 

values, describe the effects of pharyngeal constriction on the vocal fol& consistently. That 



is, pitch, jitter, shimmer and HNR are consistent when used to measure sounds that are in 

the same utterance. Aiso, these measurements are derivable from the acoustic waveform 

and provide consistent results with the EGG waveform. The value of being able to 

examine the acoustic wavefom is that a variety of language examples cm be examined in 

order to determine if pharyngeal constriction is present. 

Analysis-by-synthesis was used minimall 
. . 

y here but codd easily constitute a new 

study of pharyngeal place and manner of articulation. It was difncult to detennine how the 

pharyngeal stop differed acoustically fiom a neigbouring [a]-vowel thus, it was necessary 

to use the synthesis technique to test what acoustic features are salient to listeners. Each of 

the cardinal pharyngeal segments codd be tested by synthesis in order to confirm that the 

acoustic feanires that were measured correspond to meaaùigfui changes auditorily. The 

results of this thesis provides a systematic description of source and filter parameters that 

would help synthesizing pharyngeal sounds as weil as pharyngeal voice quality settings. 

The observation of changes in the glottal source and formant characteristics with 

phaiyngeal sounds has shown that the present source-nlter model of speech production is 

inadequate. The present source-filter model has the source as the sound which is produced 

at the glottis by the vocal folds, this source is then Wtered by the rest of the vocal tract. 

The evidence presented here forces a modification to this theory since it shows that 

constriction in the vocal tract can affect vocal fold vibration. Also, the acoustic and visual 

observation of trilliag aryepiglottic folds shows that there cm be another source of sound 

above the giottis. The foliowing block diagram illustrates how the pharyngeal component 

can be included into the source-filter model: 

I 
Glottai Source '1 Pharynx ( - b t  of Vacai ~ r a c t l  

This diagram shows that the glottal source sound passes through the pharyngeal component 

which may or may not affect the glottal source, and may act as a source itseif, before king 

mtered by the rest of the vocal tract, 



The observed changes in upper formant -encies for al l  of the pst-velar sounds 

examined here suggest that changes in the back part of the vocal tract are acousticdy 

realized above the third fofmatlt. Current modek of speech production have focuseci on the 

oral and nasal cavities and their affect on the resonance characteristics of the vocal tract; 

even Fant' s ( 1960) mode1 that inc1udes up to 5 fonnants does not characterize the upper 

formant changes observed in the data in this thesis. Sundberg's (1987) description of the 

one-sixth larynx to pharynx ratio that contributes to the singer's formant does not imply 

that there will be a formant amund 3000Hz. Titze (1993) develops Sundberg's ratio 

measurement further to include that the length of the larynx tube must also be one-sixth the 

length of the vocal tract in order to create the singer's fonnant. Based on the observations 

in this thesis Titze's modification of Sundberg's ratio measurement is likely to be a more 

precise description of the posture necessary for good singing. 

Aiso, the language data presented in chapter 5 reveal that changes in larynx height 

cm be a distinctive acoustic feature. It is shown fkom past research on voice quality 

setthgs that a raised larynx setting is on a continuum with pharyngeal constriction. This 

correlation between voice quality settings implies that there is an auditory and acoustic 

connecfion between larynx height and constriction in the pharynx that is likely to manifest 

itself in speech segments. It is not clear fiom this research how larynx height is used 

phonologicaiiy, however, it is plausible that all four rnanners of articulation can be 

produced with a raised or lowered larynx. If raised larynx has been associated with the 

term laryngealized, as in the Mpi and Bmu laaguage data, then it may be the case that the 

glottalized pharyngeal sounds in the Native North American Interior Salish languages are 

raised larynx pharyngeal mannes of articulation. Since no Interior Salish data is examined 

in this thesis this question remains open for hiture investigation. 

Investigating pharyngeal sounds with the video nasendoscope shows the larynx 

rising and lowering, however, the is a need for a quantifiable depth measurement in order 

to conlïrm this scientificaIly. The most practical method would be to include MRI, x-ray or 



ultrasound dong with the acoustic and video analysis used in this thesis. Other methods 

for depth measurement were considered for this thesis but wodd have involved adding 

extra fibea or lasers to the fibrescope and then testing and developing a measurement 

technique. The value of the measurement technique that is developed and applied in this 

thesis provides is that a quantitative two-dimensional analysis that cm be used to compare 

movements in the pharynx between subjects and recording sessions. 

The normalization of video picnires that was applied to video frarries that 

represented the most constricted portion of a sound did not show significant differences 

between specific measurements for different sounds; however, the variation in 

measurements proved to be significant The variation in particular measurements showed 

that the pharyngeal tdl and approximant require a much more stable vocal tract position 

than a fiicative or stop. These resuits are predictable since it is iikely that the pharyngeal 

structures would have to remain stable for the aill to maintain ailling and for the 

approximant to avoid fiction. The video measurements in general show that a one-frame 

analysis is more useful for deteminhg voice quality settings, as Painter has done; 

however, the depth meastuement dong with a video thme may provide enough evidence to 

describe vocal tract configuration for a speech sound segment. 

It is necessary to observe a sequence of video fiames in order to gain information 

about changes in vocal tract shape. An attempt to analyze a sequence of video data was 

made in this thesis, and it was found that the picture sequence could be matched-up with 

the aid of the acoustical measurernents relatively accurately. Fonnant transitions between 

the vowel [il and the pharyngeal approximant helped to correlate the video picture sequence 

with the correspondhg audio output. It was shown that the visible formant information is 

accounted for by the oral movements and that the pharyngeal changes are likely represented 

by the upper fermants. A detailed analysis of upper formant behaviour was not possible on 

the sequence examined here since the audio signal from the video tape had no acoustic 



information above 5ûûûHz. It is necessary to capture the audio separateiy onto DAT 

during the video recordhg rather than taking it from the video. 

The same correlation of a sequence of video fiames with audio output was applied 

to data of a Hebrew speaker. Since Hebrew has pharyngeal sounds it was expected that the 

video data would show clearly the changes in the vocal tract for phqmgeal sounds. 

Interesting information is obtained fiom thu, analysis. The video data of the Hebrew 

speaker did not correlate with audio output since there were far more -es of video 

pictures than audio data for this speaker. The results of this attempt to correlate a video 

sequence with audio data provides evidence that pharyngeal constriction is associated with 

a voice quality setting, since the Hebrew speaker had a relatively constricted pharynx rnost 

of the tirne. 

This observation of pharyngeal voice quality in a native speaker of a language that 

uses pst-vela sounds implies that if a Hebrew phonetician were used to produced the 

'cardinal' examples there would be a pharyngeal quality on aU of the other speech segments 

uttered. The phonetician used for the data in this study is not a native speaker of a language 

that uses pst-velu sounds, however, he is U e d  with the P A  and Voice Quality 

taxonomies and provides a valid standard for developing a theory of pharyngeai behaviou.. 

The phonetician also produced the segments with the intent of viewing behind the epiglottis 

to see what is happening at the larynx, which is not always practical with the average 

speaker. 

The discussions thus far and the results of this thesis, characterize the acoustic 

distinctive features of cardinal pharynged sounds. This combined with the articulatory and 

perceptual distinctive features can be summarized as follows: Articulatorily. pharyngeal 

sounds are close to the glottis which suggests that there will be some affect on the vocal 

folds. This is shown by the change in pitch and other features observed in chapter 4. 

Aiso, the pharyngeal sounds are a combination of sphinctering in the h o ~ o n t a l  plane and 

vertical displacement of the larynx. The larynx height feature was not specificaliy 
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examined in this thesis with respect to the cardinal sounds; however, the language data 

evidence and the relationshp of pharyngeal and raised larynx voice quality settings suggest 

that examining larynx height adjustments on cardinal pharyngeal sounds wodd be a 

worthwhile pursuit. 

The perception of voicing in relation to pharyngeal constriction is likely to be 

confused because of the interaction of pharyngeal constriction and vocal fold vibration. 

This implies that there could be more distinctions among voiceless pharyngeal pairs in 

languages since the voicing distinction wodd be difncult to hear in pharyngeal sounds. 

The glottai stop is suggested to be a partner for the pharyngeai stop if a voicing contmt is 

used phonologicaiiy in a language that has both of these sounds. It is necessary to m e r  

investigate how voicing distinctions are determined in the phonologies of languages that 

use pst-vela sounds in order to cl- the role of voicing in pharyngeal consonants. 

Ultimately, classifying and understanding the acoustic results of pharyngeal 

behaviour and how humans perceive sounds made in this region of the vocal tract is useful 

to researchers who study languages ihat use these sounds and it cm help in idenwing 

voice quality. This combined with the proposed changes to the source-filter mode1 can be 

applied to such products as speech-to-text processors, speaker identification and 

verification applications, and voice alteration applications. 
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